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Introduction 

1. Since the international search under the PCT will be carried out by several 
International Searching Authorities, "the maximum c:J.eqree of uniformity in their 
documentation and working methods and the maximum degree of uniformly high quality 
in their [search] reports" (Article 56(3) (ii) PCT) is needed in order to ensure 
a successful implementation of such a decentralized system of international search. 
The Treaty itself and the Regulations thereunder contain a number of provisions 
aimed at achieving that uniformity of search and search results and the Administrative 
Instructions will add some more. Moreover, the provision referred to above entrusts 
the Committee for Technical Cooperation to be established under Article 56, among 
other things, with the task of contribut~ng to the securinq of the said uniformity, 
this mainly, since the provisions contained in the Treaty and the Regulations were 
not considered to be sufficient for that purpose. · 

2. It was, of course, neither possible nor desirable for the Treaty or the legal 
texts established under it to go into the details of the organization of documentation, 
working methods of the searcher and other details of search practice. 

3. For that purpose, the Committee for Technical Cooperation under Article 56 
PCT will eventually have to establish guidelines for searching under the PCT. 
Since such guidelines should be available from the beqinning of the actual imple
mentation of the PCT, a draft should be prepared by the PCT Interim Committee 
for Technical Cooperation (hereinafter referred to as "the Interim Committee") 
which would require, hopefully, only formal discussion and approval. Such a 
draft should greatly facilitate the preparationsof. the prospective International 
Searching Authorities for their task. 
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EPO Guidelines for Searches :~ ... 
4, The Interim Committee's attention is drawn to a document recently issued in 
the framework of the Interim Committee of the European Pa~ent Organization (EPO), the 
"Draft Guidelines for the SearcheE' to be carried out under the European Patent 
Convention" of July 8, 1975 (hereinafter referred to as "EPO Guidelines"). This 
document, which has been prepared by Working Party II of the EPO Interim Committee 
and copy of which is annexed to thisdocument, has now been submitted to all 
delegations on the said EPO Committee and to the observer organizations for comments. 
WIPO, as one of the observer organizations, has also been invited to present its 
comments. On the basis of the comments received, it is intended to establish a 
final version of the EPO Guidelines early next year. 

5. The EPO Guidelines contain a very detailed description of the practice to 
be followed for the search procedure relating to European patent applications. 
Since the future European Patent Office is to be considered as a prospective 
International Searching Authority under the PCT, an effort has been made both in 
elaborating the European Patent Convention (EPC) and the legal texts thereunder, 
and in preparing the EPO Guidelines to ensure that the requirements of the PCT 
and the future EPO procedure with respect to search and search report are 
identical or at least compatible. This has been achieved thanks in part to the 
active cooperation of the International Bureau of WIPO to a very large extent. 
The EPO Guidelines also contain references to the relevant provisions of the PCT. 

6, For these reasons, it is suggested to use the present draft of the EPO 
Guidelines as a basis for elaborating the PCT Guidelines to the widest extent 
possible. 

7. In order to facilitate an appropriate decision of the Interim Committee at 
its forthcoming session and the work of the International Bureau, both with respect 
to the observations it is called upon to present on the EPO Guidelines and with 
respect to the elaboration of draft PCT Guidelines, observations, if any, on the 
use for PCT purposes of the attached EPC Guidelines would be appreciated, Such 
observations, which are particularly expected from prospective PCT Searching 
Authorities outside the framework of the EPO, could, if they reach the Inter
national Bureau by October 15, be used for the purpose of the observations 
referred to above on the EPO Guidelines and be distributed to the Interim Committee 
at its next session. 

Differences between the EPC and PCT to be taken into account 
in connection with the Guidelines 

8. The EPO Guidelines in their version attached to this document are in al
most every respect fully compatible with the PCT. Nevertheless, in some cases, 
legal differences exist between the PCT and the EPC, and they would, in any case, 
require different solutions. In order to facilitate the preparation of 
further discussions of this question, the International Bureau attempts, in the 
following part of this document, to enumerate such differences, provided they are 
not only of minor importance or of mere drafting nature. 

Objective of the Search 

9. According to the EPO Guidelines, Chapter III, page 9, item 1.1, the search 
examiners in the EPO are, under certain circumstances, called upon to form 
provisional opinions for the purpose of assessing novelty and inventive step. 
Since the PCT makes no such provision, the PCT Guidelines should exclude this 
possibility. 

Procedure Prior to Searching 

10. The EPO Guidelines, Chapter IV, page 26, item 1.3, provide that in a situation 
where documents cited in a patent application are not accessible to the EPO Search 
Division, the Search Division will postpone the search and request the applicant 
to provide a copy of the document, Such procedure is not available under the PCT. 
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Search Strategy 

ll. The EPO Guidelines, Chapter IV, page 32, item 2.8, leave a certain flexibility 
to the individual search examiner. For example, the search examiner can end the 
search when documents have been discovered which indicate a clear lack of novelty, 
or when a reasonable chance of finding relevant documents is no longer proportional 
to the effort required. 

Unity of Invention 

12. Under the search system of the EPC as reflected in the EPO Guidelines, 
Chapter VII, page 48, item 2, several EPO search reports are established in the 
case of lack of unity of invention. Under Rule 43.7 of the PCT, only a single 
~earch report is issued in such case. 

Amendments 

13. The EPO Guidelines, Chapter X-Y, page 59, item Y.l, permit the applicant 
to amend the description, drawings and claims after receipt of the EPO search 

,report. Under Article 19(1) of the PCT, the applicant can, at that stage, only 
amend the claims, but may make a statement indicating the possible impact of the 
amendments on the description and the drawings. 

14. The Interim Committee is invited to 
make suggestions as to the elaboration of 
draft PCT Guidelines on Search and on possible 
comments by WIPO to EPO on the draft EPO Search 
Guidelines. 

[Annex follows] 

/ 
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Cover Note 

Brussels, July 8, 1975 

CI/52/75 

The enclosed draft Guidelines for the searches to be carried out 

under the European Patent Convention, which have been prepared by 
Working Party II, are being distributed to all the delegations on 

the Interim Committee and to the observer organisations for 
consultation. Chapters on search documentation and on the search 
report will be added to these draft Guidelines at a later stage. 

The draft Guidelines for substantive examination have already 

been submitted to the same delegations and organisations under 
reference CI/44/75. The draft Guidelines for formalities examination 

will follow shortly, and the draft Guidelines for opposition later 
this year. 

The delegations and observer organisations are requested, in 
order to enable Working Party II to give due consideration to their 

comments on the enclosed draft, to submit these comments in writing 

to the Secretariat by: 

(a) 1 October 1975, in the case of the delegations on the Interim 

Committee; 

(b) 1 November 1975, in all three languages of the Interim Committee, 

in the case'of the observer organisations. 

The subsequent procedure in respect of the enclosed draft will be 

the same as that announced in respect of the draft Guidelines for 

substantive examination. 
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CHAPTER I 

1 NTROVUCTI ON 

·1. These Guidelines were elaborated by Working 
Party II of the Interim Committee during 

its 1974 and 1975 sessions, in consultation 
with a~d with agreement from Working 
Party III as regards matters of common 
interest. They were then accepted ( ... with 
minor amendments.~.) by the Interim 
Committee in its meeting of ..... . 

2. The President of the European Patent Office 
in his decision of ....... has adopted 
these Guidelines ( ... with minor amendments 
. .. )as internal administrative instructions 
and guidance for the public in accordance 
with Article 10, paragraph 2(a) of the Convention. 

3. These Guidelines constitute elaborations 
and clarifications of the provisions of the 
Convention and its Implementing Regulations, 
and the relevant Articles and Rules are 
indicated in the margin. Similarly 
Guidelines were also elaborated for the 
formalities examination, the substantive 
examination and the opposition procedure; 
where appropriate, references to these other 
Guidelines have been placed in the margin. 
(These References are to be added later). 

4. In order to ensure uniform practice the 
Search Divisions are bound to adhere to 
these Guidelines to the extent that they 
are not amended or revoked by the President, 
in particular as a consequence of decisions 

of the European Patent Office, or overruled 
by the Enlarged Board of Appeal. 

Nevertheless, the application of the 
Guidelines to, and the interpretation 
thereof in respect of, individual European 
patent applications is the responsibility 
of the Search Divisions, and it may be 
necessary for search examiners to depart 
from the general instructions given here 

in exceptional cases. 

. .. I ... 

• 
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5. These Guidelines were drafted for, and 

apply to, European searches, i.e. searches 

performed by the European Patent Office for 
European applications. In addition to 

these searches the Search Di~~?ons of the 
European Patent Office wil"i.be called upon 

to carry out other types of searches (see 
III, 4). It is intended that these Guidelines 
should apply to these other types of searches 
to the largest extent possible, and any 
deviations from these Guidelines applying 
to these other searches will be indicated 
where appropriate and will be summarised in 
III, 4. 4. 

6. Special mention is made of international 
( PCT) se.arches carried out by the European 
Patent Office acting as an International 
Searching Authority under the Patent 
Cooperation Treaty. Since the requirements 
of that Treaty and the European Patent 
Convention with respect to the search and 
search report are to a very large extent 
identical or at least compatible, when 
elaborating these Guidelines the opportu
nity was taken to make them applicable also 
to PCT searches to the largest extent 
possible. References to the relevant 
Articles and Rules of the PCT are included 
in these Guidelines in the appropriate 
places. 

7. The Search Divisions of the European Patent 
Office will take over the task of the 
International Patent Institute (IIB) with 
respect to the searching of national 
applications of its Member States. These 
Guidelines are not necessarily fully 
applicable to these national searches, nor 
are the ways in which these searches differ 
from European searches specifically pointed 
out. Nevertheless it is to be 
expected that at least for those Member 
States of the liB which are also party to 
the EPC, these national searches will to a 
large extent be identical with, or com
patible with, European searches. 

B. European searches will be carried out in 
the Search Divisions of the Search Service 
in the branch at The Hague and in the sub
office thereof in Berlin, and may also be 
entrusted to the central industrial property 
offices of certain Contracting States. 
Searches in documents in languages other 
than the official languages of the European 
Patent Office may be carried out in the 
sub-office in Rome or may also be entrusted 
to certain national patent offices. These 
Search Guidelines apply to the European 

searches carried out in all these places . 
. . . I ... 
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CHAPTER II 

GENERAL 

1. The procedure through which a European 
patent application proceeds from the filing 
of the application to the granting of a 
patent (or the refusal thereof) comprises 
two clearly separated basic stages, i.e. 
the search and the substantive examination. 

2. The objective of the search is to discover 
the prior'art which is relevant for the 
purpose of determining whether, and if so 
to what extent, the invention to which the 
application relates is new and involves an 
inventive step, (PCT Art. 15(2), Rule 33.1(a)), 

3. The search is essentially a documentary 
search in a document collection that is 
systematically arranged (or otherwise 
systematically accessible) according to the 
supject-matter contents of the documents. 
These are primarily patent documents of 
various countries, supplemented by a number 
of articles from periodicals and other non
patent literature. 

4. A search report will be prepared con
taining the results of the search, in 
particular by identifying the documents 
constituting the relevant prior art (PCT 
Art. 16(1), Rule 43.5). 

5. The search report serves to provide 
information on the relevant prior art to 
the applicant, to the public and to the 
Examining Divisions of the European Patent 
Office (PCT Art. 18(2), Art. 21(3), 
Art. 33(6), Rule 62.1(b)), 

6. Since the search will be carried out and 
the search report will be prepared mainly 
by the Search Divisions in the branch of 
the European Patent Office in The Hague, 
and the examination will be carried out 
mainly by the Examining Divisions of the 
European Patent Office in Munich, the 
separation of the two steps is geographical 

as well as procedural. 

.../ ... 
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CHAPTER II 

7. There are not facilities.. -f~r ·:ystematic 

searching by the Examining Divisions, other 

than for conflicting European applications 

(see V, 4). The Examining Divisions are, 

therefore, dependent on the work of the 

Search Divisions for their knowledge of the 
state of the art on which assessments of 

the patentability of the invention will be 

based. The search must, therefore, be as 
complete and effective as possible, within 
the limitations necessarily imposed by 

economic considerations (see III, 2). 

8. In order to be able to inform the Examining 

Division of the documents necessary to 
decide on patentability, the search 

examiner must be familiar with the basic 
requirements of examination, especially 
with respect to novelty, inventive step, 

unity of invention, and subjects excluded 
f~om patentability either specifically or 

because of lack of industrial applicability 
(see Chapters V to VIII). On the other 

hand, a certain amount of feed-back to the 
Search Division of the consequences of the 

search, in particular the actions taken by 
the applicant and the Examining Division as 
a result of the search report, is necessary 

in order to obtain searches well adapted to 
the needs of the examination. 

9. The unit responsible for carrying out the 
search and drawing up the search report for 

an application is a Search Division, which 

consists normally of one search examiner. 
In exceptional cases, where the invention 

is of a nature requiring searching in 
widely dispersed specialised fields, a 
special Search Division consisting of two, 

or possibly three, examiners may be formed . 

. . . I . .. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SEARCH -. 

1. The objec~lve on the hea~ch 

1.1 As stated in II, 2, the objective 

of the search is to discover relevant prior 
art for the purpose of assessing novelty and 

inventive step. Decisions on novelty and 
inventive step are the province of the 

Examinipg Divisions. However, in many instances 
provisional opinions on these issues must be 
formed by the Search Division in order to 

enable an effective search to be carried out. 

Such provisional opinions will be subject to 
review by the Examining Division at the 

examination stage. 

1.2 Examples are to be found in paragraphs 
III, 3.9 - Search for subject-matter of 

dependent claims, III, 2.5 to 2.7 - Search 
iri analogous art, IV, 2.8 - Stopping search 

when only trivial matter remains, VII, 9 -
Lack of unity a posteriori. 

1.3 Occasionally the Search Division will 
have to form provisional opinions on matters 

of substantive examination other than novelty 
or inventive step, in order to be able to 

proceed with the search or to decide to restrict 
the search; here again these opinions are 

subject to review by the Examining Division. 

1.4 Examples are to be found in Chapter VII -
Unity of invention and Chapter VIII - Subject

matter excluded from patentability and 
obscurities etc. preventing a meaningful 

search. 

2. Scope on the hea~ch 

2.1 The European search is essentially a 

thorough, high quality, all-embracing search. 

Nevertheless, it must be realised thet in a 
search of this kind, 100% completeness cannot 

always be obtained, because of such factors 

as the inevitable imperfections of any 

classification system and its implementation, 

and may not be economically justified if the 

cost is to be kept within reasonable bounds . 

. . . I . .. 
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The examiner should therefore organise his 

search effort and utilise his search time_in 
such a manner as to reduce- .oto."'a rllinimum the ..,.· 
possibility of failing to discover existing 

highly relevant prior art, such as complete 

anticipations for any claims. For less 

relevant prior art, which often exists with a 
fair amount of redundancy amongst the documents 

in the search collection, a lower retrieval 
ratio can be accepted. 

2.2 The PCT stipulates in Article 15, 
paragraph 4, that the International Searching 

Authority performing the search shall endeavour 
to discover as much of the relevant prior art 
as its facilities permit, and shall, in any 

case, consult the documentation specified in 
the PCT Regulations. Since the European 
Patent Office is expected to become an 

International Searching Authority (PCT, 
Article 16, paragraph 1, specifically refers 
to this possibility), and it is clearly 

desirable for European and international 
searches to be fully compatible, the above 

definition of the scope of the search should 

be regarded as also applicable to the 
European searches. 

2.3 This implies first of all that the 
Search Division in searching an application 
will, in principle, consult all documents in 
the relevant classification units of the 

search files, irrespective of their language 
or age, or of the type of document. 
Nevertheless the search examiner should for 

reasons of economy exercise his judgment, 
based on his knowledge of the technology in 
question and of the documentation involved, 

to omit sections in which the likelihood of 
finding any documents relevant to the 

search is negligible, for example documents 
falling within a period preceding the time 

... I ... 
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when the area of techrTciiogy in question 
began to develop. Similarly he need only 
consult one member of a patent family 
unless he has good reason to suppose that, 
in a particular case, there are relevant 
substantial differences in the content of 
different members·of the same family. 

2.4 The question whether certain categories 
of docum~nts that are of special relevance 
to the European patent system, and that do 
not form part of the PCT minimum documentation, 
such as patent documents of the Scandinavian 
countries, if included in the search files, 
will have to be consulted for international 
searches performed by the Search Service 
of the EPO, and conversely: whether certain 
categories of documents that are of special 
relevance to the PCT, e.g. patent documents of 
certain countries not contracting to the 
European patent system, will have to be 
consulted for European searches, is left 
open until the matter of the extent of the 
search documentation of the Search Service 
of the EPO has been dealt with. 

2.5 The search shall be carried out on the 
basis of the search files which may contain 
material pertinent to the invention 
(PCT, Rule 33.2(a)). It should first cover 
all directly relevant technical fields, and 
may then have to be extended to analagous 
fields (PCT Rule 33.2 (b)), but the need 
for this must be judged by the examiner in 
each individual case, taking into account 
the outcome of the search in the initial 
fields. 

2.6 The question of which arts are, in any 
given case, to be regarded as analogous 
shall be considered in the light of what 
appears to be the necessary essential function 

or use of the invention and not only the 
specific functions expressly indicated in 

the application (PCT Rule 33.2 (c)) . 

... / ... 
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2.7 The decision to extend the search to 
fields not mentioned in the application 

must be left to the judgmen~~of•the search 

examiner, who should not j'!'tit himself in the 

place of the inventor and try to imagine 

all the kinds of applications of the 

invention possible. The over-riding 

principle in determining the extension of 

the search in analogous fields should be 

whether it is probable that a reasonable 

objection that there is lack of inventive 
step could be established on the basis of 

what is likely to be found by the search in 
these fields. 

3. The ~ubject o6 the ~ea~ch 

3.1 The search should be directed to the 

invention defined by the claims, as 
interpreted with due regard to the 
description and drawings (if any), since 
this determines the extent of the protection 

which will be conferred by the European 

patent if granted (PCT Article 15, 

paragraph 3, Rule 33.3(a)). 

3.2 This implies that in the search 
special emphasis should be directed to the 
inventive concept underlying the invention 
to which the claims are directed (PCT Rule 

33.3(a)). Consequently the search should on 

the one hand not be restricted to the 

literal wording of the claims, but on the 
other hand should not be broadened to 
include everything that might be derived by 

a person skilled in the art from a 

consideration of the description and 
drawings. 

3.3 As a consequence the search should 

usually embrace also subject-matter that is 

generally recognised as equivalent to that 

which is specified in the claims. This 

applies to the claimed subject-matter as a 
whole, and also to its individual features 

(PCT Rule 33.2(d)). For example, if the 
claim specifies a cable clamp having a 

certain construction, the search should 
embrace pipe and similar clamps likely to 

have the specified construction. Likewise, 

if the claim is directed to an article 

consisting of several parts which are 

defined by their function and/or structure, 

and the claim stipulates that certain parts 

are welded together, the search should also 

embrace alternative methods of connecting 

such as glueing or riveting, unless it is 

clear that welding possesses particular 

advantages required for the invention . 
. . . I . .. 
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3.4 Since the applicant may not amend the 
claims before receiving the search rep6rt, 
the search will be directed to the claims 
as originally filed in the European 
application. Therefore, if the European 
application derives from an earlier 
international (PCT) application or national 
application, but has claims that are 
different from those of that earlier 
application (e.g. as a consequence of an 
international or national search report), 
the claims as filed in the European 
application form the basis of the European 
search (see III, 4.3). 

3.5 Claims that are deemed to have been 
abandoned for non-payment of fees must be 
excluded from the search. 

3;6 In principle, and in so far as 
possible and reasonable, the search should 
cover the entire subject-matter to which 
the claims are directed or to which they 
might reasonably be expected to be directed 
after they have been amended (PCT Rule 
33.3(b)). For example, where an application 
relating to an electric circuit contains 
one or more claims only directed to the 
function and manner of operation, and the 
description and drawings include an example 
with a detailed non-trivial transitor 
circuit, the search must necessarily 
include this circuit. Nevertheless, 
reasons of economy may make certain 
restrictions necessary, for example when 
there is a broad claim and many examples 
and it is not possible to foresee which 
will be the subject of amended claims. 

3.7 No special search effort need be made 
for searching unduly wide or speculative 
claims, beyond the extent to which they are 
supported by the description. For example 
if in an application relating to and 
describing in detail an automatic telephone 
exchange, the claims are directed to an 
automatic communication switching centre, 
the search should not be extended to 
automatic telegraph exchanges, data 

switching centres etc., merely because of 
the broad wording of the claim. Likewise, 

.. . I ... 
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if a claim is directed to a process for 

manufacturing an "impedance element" but 

the description and drawings relate only to 

the manufacture of a resistor element, and 

give no indication as to how other types of 

impedance element could be manufactured by 
the process of the invention, extension of 

the search to embrace, say, manufacture of 
capacitors, would not normally be justified. 

3.8 The search carried out in the classi
fication units of the search files to be 

consulted for the main claim(s) must 
include all dependent claims. Dependent 

claims should be interpreted as being 
restricted by all features of the claim(s) 

from which they depend; therefore, where 
the subject-matter of the main claim is 

novel, that of the dependent claims will 
also be novel. When the patentability of 

the main claim is not questioned as a 
result of the search, there is no need to 

make a further search in respect of the 

subject-matter of the dependent claims as 
such. For example, in an application 

relating to cathode ray oscilloscope tubes, 
in which the main claim is directed to 
specific means along the edge of the front 

of the tube for illuminating the screen, 

and a dependent claim is directed to a 
specific connection between the front and 

the main part of the tube, the search 

examiner should, in the search files he 
consults for searching the illumination 

means, also search for the connecting means 
whether in combination with the illumination 

means or not. When after this search the 
patentability of the illuminating means is 

not questioned, the examiner should not 

extend his search for the connecting means 
to further search files specifically 

provided for these connections. 

.. ./ ... 
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3.9 However, where the ~t~ntability of .... 
the main claim is questioned, it may be 
necessary for assessing inventive step of a 

dependent claim to establish whether the 
features of the dependent claim as such are 
novel by searching one or more additional 
classification units. No such special 
search should be made for features that are 
trivial or generally known in the art. 
When the dependent claim adds a further 
feature (;ather than providing more detail 
of an element figuring already in the main 
claim), the dependent claim in effect 
constitutes a combination claim and should 
be dealt with accordingly (see III, 3.10). 

3.10 Fo'r claims characterised by a 
combination of elements (e.g. A, B and C) 
the search should be directed towards the 
combination; however, when searching 
classification units for this purpose, sub
combinations, including the elements 
individually (e.g. AB, AC, BC and also A, 
B and C separately) should be searched in 
those units at the same time. A search in 
additional classification units either for 
subcombinations or for individual elements 
of the combination should only be performed 
if this is still necessary for establishing 
the novelty of the element in order to 
assess the inventive step of the combination. 

3.11 When the application contains claims 
of different categories, these must be 
included in the search, and even when the 
application contains only claims of one 
category, it may be desirable to include 
other categories in the search. For 
example, generally, i.e. except when the 
application contains indications to the 
contrary, one may assume that in a claim 
directed to a chemical process, the 
starting products form part of the state of 

the art and need not be searched; the 
intermediate products will only be searched 
when they form the subject of one or more 
claims; but the final products will always 
have to be searched, except when they are 

evidently known. 

.. ./ ... 
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3.12 The examiner should, in general, 

exclude from his search subjects for which 

no meaningful search can be made; this may 

result from certain subjects being excluded 

from patentability, or from the application 

being obscure (see Chapter VIII). 

3.13 Also, when the claims of the 
application do not relate to one invention 

only, nor to a group of inventions so 

linked as to form a single general 
inventive concept, the search will normally 

be restricted to the invention, or so 
linked group of inventions, first mentioned 
in the claims (see Chapter VII). Restriction 

of the search for the above reasons will be 

notified to the applicant in a communication 
separate from the search report. 

3:14 In certain circumstances it may be 
desirable to extend the subject-matter of 

the search to include the "technological 

background" of the invention (see IV, 2.4). 
This would include: 

- the preamble to the first claim, i.e. the 
part preceding the expression "characterised 
by"; 

- the prior state of the art which is 

deemed to be known in the introduction of 
the description of the application but 

not identified by specific citations; 

- the generai technological background of 
the invention (often called "general 

state of the art"). 

4. Type~ o6 ~ea~che~ 

4.1 European searches 
The task of .the Search Service is of course 

primarily to carry out searches and draw up 
search reports in relation to European 

patent applications. In addition to ~hese 
usual searches, the Search Divisions of the 

European Patent Office may be called upon 

to perform various other types of searches, 

which are listed in the following paragraphs . 

.. . / ... 
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4.2 Additional European searches 
At the examination stage of a European appli
cation for patent an additional search may be 
necessary. The Examining Divisiona are not 
equipped for this ,.P.\'l~p;;e other than ~o·r 
completion of the search for conflicting 
applications (see V, 4); all such 
search work will invariably be referred back 
to the Search Division, which should 
promptly carry out this search. The 
reasons for such. an additional search may 
be for example: 
a. amendment of claims so that they embrace 

m.atter not covered by the original search; 
b. clarification of obscurities, etc. that 

resulted in an· incomplete search under 
Rule 45 (see VIII, 5); 

c. reversal of a provisional opinion of the 
Search Division with respect to novelty 
(Chapter V), lack of inventive step 
(Chapter VI), unity of invention (Chapter 
VII), or exclusions from patentability 
(Chapter VIII); 

d. limitations or imperfections in the initial 
search. 

The Examining Division requesting such an 
additional search will precisely indicate the 
reason for the request and the subject-matter 
to be searched. The Search Division will 
communicate an account of the additional 
search performed containing the results 
obtained, to the Examining Division; this 
account is not sent to the applicant nor is 
it published by the Search Division, since any 
necessary communication resulting from it 
will be the responsibility of the Examining 
Division. 

4.3 Supplementary European searches 
An international (PCT) application, for which 
the European Patent Office acts as designated 
Office or elected Office shall be deemed to 
be a European patent application. Where 
an international (PCT) search report is already 

available this will take the place of the 
European search report. In those cases the 
Search Division will draw up a supplementary 
European search report. However, the 
Administrative Council may decide under what 
conditions and to what extent the supplementary 
European search report is to be dispensed 
with. Details about the supplementary 
search and the supplementary search report 

... I . .. 
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are to be elaborated later. It should be 

noted that in case of conf:j,~ct··the 
provisions of the PCT pr~ail over those of 
the EPC. 

4.4 International (PCT) searches 
When the European Patent Office acts as an 
International (PCT) Searching Authority in 
accordance with Article 154 (PCT Article 16, 
paragraph 1) it is anticipated that the 
international searches it performs and the 
international search reports it draws up, 
will be identical with, or very similar to, 
European searches and search reports. (A 
list of differences will be included here later.) 

4.5 International-type searches 
Under the PCT, the European Patent Office, as 
an International Searching Authority, may be 
entrusted to carry out "international-type 
searches" for national patent applications 
(PCT Article 15, paragraph 5). These 
searches are by definition similar to 
international searches, and the same 
considerations will apply. 

CHAPTER IV 

SEARCH PROCEDURE ANV STRATEGY 

1. P~ocedu~e p~lo~ to ~ea~chlng 

1.1 When taking up an application to be 
searched, the search examiner should first 
consider the application in order to 
determine the subject of the claimed 
invention taking account of the guidance 
given in III, 3. For this purpose he should 
make a critical analysis of the claims in 
the light of the description and drawings. 
Although he need not study all details of the 
description and drawings, he should consider 
these sufficiently to identify the problem 
underlying the invention, the insight leading 
to its solution, the means essential to the 
solution as particularly reflected in the 
technical features thereof found in the claims, 
and the results and effects obtained . 

... / ... 
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''"' 1.2 If the search ewafuiner notices any 

formal shortcomings which have been over

looked by the Receiving Section, he should 
call these to the attention of the Receiving 
Section (or of the Examining Division in 
the case of an additional search requested 
by that Division), which ~ill take approp
riate action. Similarly, if he notes matter 
contrary to "oJtdJte. pubi-<.c" or morality or 
disparaging statements which ought to be 
omitted from the application as published, 
he should notify the Receiving Section. 

1.3 Documents cited in the application under 
consideration should be examined if they are 
cited as the starting point of the invention, 
or as showing the state of the art, or as 
alternative solutions to the problem concerned, 
or when they are necessary for a correct 
understanding of the application; however, when 
such citations clearly relate only to details 
not directly relevant to the claimed invention, 
they may be disregarded. If the application 
cites a document that is not published or other
wise not accessible to the Search Division, 
and the document appears essential to a correct 
understanding of the invention to the extent 
that a meaningful search would not be possible 
without knowledge of the content of that docu
ment, the Search Division should postpone the 
~earch and request the applicant to provide 
first a copy of the document. 

1.4 The examiner should then consider the 
abstract in relation to the requirements laid 
down in the Implementing Regulations (see 
Chapter XI). Since the abstract should relate 
to the application as filed, the examiner 
should consider it and determine its definitive 
content before carrying out the search, in 
order to avoid being inadvertently 
influenced by the results of the search. 
However, if there are initial obscurities, 
which are cleared away in the course of the 

search, he may have to return to the 
abstract after the search is completed . 

.. . ! ... 
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1.5 The examiner will~then classify the .. 
application according to the International 
Patent Classification, and apply all 
classification symbols required by the 
rules of that classification, as regards 
the claimed invention as well as regards 
the "supplementary" and "complementary" 
information as defined in the Guide to the 
second edition of the International 
Classification. The examiner should 
classify the application before carrying 
out the search, with possible review after 
the search, for the same reasons as given 
in IV, 1.4 with respect to the abstract. 

2.1 Having determined the subject of the 
invention as outlined in IV, 1.1, it may be 
desirable for the examiner to prepare first 
a written search statement, defining the 
subject of his search as precisely as 
possible. In many instances one or more of 
the claims may themselves serve this 
purpose, but they may have to be generalised 
in order to cover all aspects and embodi
ments of the invention. At this time the 
considerations relating to subjects 
excluded from patentability (see 
Chapter VIII), and lack of unity (see VII, 
1) should be borne in mind. The examiner 
may also have to restrict the subject of 
the search because of obscurities (see 
VIII, 5); but he should not do this if it 
can be avoided and he should subsequently 
adjust his search if such obscurities are 
cleared away during the search. Any 
restrictions of the search on these grounds 
should be called to the attention of the 
applicant in a separate communication 
additional to (or taking the place of) the 
search report. 

2.2 Next the examiner should select the units 
of the classification (or other sections of the 
documentation) to be consulted for the search, 
both in all directly relevant fields and in 
analagous fields. The selection of 
classification units in related fields 
should be limited to: 

... / ... 
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(i) higher subdivi~ions allowing searching by 

abstraction (generalisation) inasmuch as 

this is justified from a technical view

point, and 

(ii) parallel subdivisions, bearing in mind the 

fact that the fields in question will become 
increasingly unrelated. 

2.3 ' Often various search strategies are 

possible, and the examiner should exercise 
his judgment based on his experience and 

knowledge of the search files, to select 

the search strategy most appropriate to the 
case in hand, and establish the order in 

which various classification units are to 

be consulted ~ccordingly. He should give 
precedence to the units in which the 

probability of finding documents is 
highest. Usually the main technical field 
of the application will be given precedence, 
starting with the classification units most 

relevant to the specific example(s) of the 

claimed invention. 

2.4 The examiner should then carry out the 
search, directing his attention primarily to 
novelty, but also at the same time paying 

attention to any prior art likely to have a 
bearing on inventive step. He should also 

note any documents that may be of importance 

for other reasons, such as conflicting appli

cations (see V, 4), or documents putting doubt 
upon the validity of any priority claimed, 

contributing to a better or more correct 

understanding of the claimed invention, or 

illustrating the technological background; but 

he should not spend time in searching for these 
documents, nor in the consideration of such 

matters unless there is a special reason for 
doing so in a particular case. 

2.5 The examiner should concentrate his search 

efforts on the classification units in which 
the probability of finding highly relevant 

documents is greatest, and in considering 

whether to extend the search to other areas 

he should always take account of the search 

results already obtained. 

. .. I . .. 
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2. 6 The examiner should "C.I!Jnt'lmiously ..,.· 
evaluate the results of his search, and if 

necessary reformulate the subjects of the 

search accordingly. The selection of the 

classification units to be searched or the 

order of searching them may also require 

alteration during the search as a consequence 

of intermediate re~ults obtained. The 
examiner should also use his judgment, 

taking into account results obtained, in 
deciding at any time during or after the 

systematic search, w~ether he should 
approach the search documentation in some 

different manner, e.g. by consulting 
documents cited in the description of 
documents produced by the search or in a 
list of.references of such documents, or 

whether he should turn to documentation 
outside that which is available to the 
Search Divisions in the search files. 

2.7 If no documents of a more relevant 
nature for assessing novelty and inventive 

step are available, the examiner should 
consider citing any documents relevant to 

the "technological background" of the 
invention (see III, 3.14), which he may 

have noted during the search. Generally 
speaking no special search effort will be 
undertaken for this purpose; however, the 

examiner may exercise his discretion here 
in special cases. In exceptional cases a 

search may be completed without any 
relevant document having been found. 

2.8 Reasons of economy dictate that the 

search examiner uses his judgment to end 

his search when the probability of 
discovering further relevant prior art 

becomes very low in relation to the effort 

needed. The search may also be stopped 
when documents have been found clearly 

demonstrating lack of novelty or inventive 

step in the entire subject-matter of the 
claimed invention and its elaborations in 

the description, apart from features which 

are trivial or common general knowledge in 

the field under examination. The search 

for conflicting applications should, 

however, always be completed to the extent 

that these are present in the search files . 

.. . ! .. . 
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3.1 After completion of the search, the 
examiner should select from the documents 
retrieved, the ones to be cited in the 
report. These should always include the 
most relevant documents (which will be 
specially characterised in the report, PCT 
Rule 43.5(c)). Less relevant documents 
should on~y be cited when they concern 
aspects or details of the claimed invention 
not found in the doquments already selected 
for citation. In cases of doubt or 
borderline cases in relation to novelty or 
inventive step, the search examiner should 
cite rather more readily in order to give 
the Examining Division the opportunity to 
consider the matter more fully. 

3.2 To avoid increasing costs unnecessarily, 
the examiner should not cite more documents 
than is necessary, and therefore when there 
are several documents of equal relevance 
the search report should not normally cite 
more than one of them. Where more than one 
member of the same patent family is present 
in a search file, the search need not 
discover all of them nor need the search 
report cite all of them. In selecting from 
these documents for citation, the examiner 
should pay regard to language convenience, 
and preferably cite (or at least note) 
documents in the language of the application. 
(This is in accordance with a decision 
taken by IC/PCT/TCO at its November 1974 
meeting. Further details still to be 
elaborated). 

3.3 Finally the examiner should prepare 
the search report, and where necessary, the 
internal search note (see Chapter X). 

3.4 It may happen occasionally, that 
after completion of a search report, the 
Search Division discovers further relevant 
documents (e.g. in a later search for a 
related application). These should be 
added to the search report up to the time 

that preparations for its publication are 
completed. Thereafter, such later 
discovered documents should be brought to 
the notice of the Examining Division by 
means of an internal communication (compare 

III, 4. 2). 

.. ./ ... 
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THE STATE OF THE ART 

1. P~lo~ a~t gene~atty 
.... : ~ 

1.1 "An inventlon ahalt be eonalde~ed 

to be new l6 lt doea not 6o~m pa~t o6 the 
'tate o6 the a~t" (PCT Art. 33, paragraph 2). 

1.2 "The 'tate o6 the a~t 'hatt be hetd 
to comp~l'e eve~ythlng made avaltabte to 
the pubtle by mean' o6 a w~ltten o~ o~at 
de'c~lptlon, by u,e, o~ ln any othe~ way, 
be6o~e the date o6 6ltlng o6 the Eu~opean 
patent appl.ieatlon" (PCT Rule 33.1(a) and 
(b)). 

1.3 It is to be noted that there is no 

restriction whatever with respect to the 

geographical place where, or the language 

or manner in which, the relevant infor

mation was made available to the public; 

also no age limit is stipulated with 

respect to documents containing this 
information. 

2. NoveU!f 

2.1 In considering novelty, the documents 

constituting the state of the art should be 

considered separately; consequently it is 

not permissible to combine or mosaic 

separate documents together. 

2.2 A document takes away the novelty of 

any claimed subject-matter derivable 

directly and unambiguously from that 

document when considered in the light of 

common general knowledge, including any 

features implicit to a person skilled in 

the art in what is explicitly contained in 

the document, e.g. a disclosure of the use 

of rubber takes away the novelty of the use 

of an elastic material. 

2.3 A prior document should be construed 

only in the light of knowledge available at 

the time the document was published, a~d 

excluding any knowledge subsequently 

discovered. 

2.4 In considering novelty it should be 

borne in mind that a generic disclosure 

does not usually take away the novelty of 

any specific example falling within the 

terms of that disclosure, but that a 

specific disclosure does take away the 

novelty of any generic claim embracing that 

disclosure. The subject of novelty is more 

fully considered in Chapter IV, Section 7, 

of the Guidelines for substantive examina

tion. 

.. .! .. . 
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3. P~io~ a~t, - o~al di~clo.~u~e etc. 

-~~ 
3.1 The PCT according to its Rule 33.1(a) 
and (b) recognises oral disclosure, use, 
exhibition, etc., as prior art only when 
this is substantiated by a written 
disclosure, which may have been published 
after the filing date. of the application 

under consideration. Although the EPC does 

not contain a similar provision, the same 
pract~ce should be followed for the 
European search. The cases in which the 
search examiner knows of an oral disclosure, 
etc., without a written confirmation will 
be very rare; and in those cases he could 
mention the earlier oral disclosure only in 
the internal search note. 

4.1 Additionally, but only for the 
purpose of determining novelty, the state 
of the art is considered to comprise the 
content of European applications as filed, 
of which the dates of filing are prior to 
the filing date of the application under 
consideration, and which were published as 
European applications on or after that date 
(herein referred to as conflicting 
applications). This provision will, 
however, only be applied in so far as a 
Contracting State designated in the latter 
application was also designated in respect 
of the earlier application as published 

(PCT Rule 33.1(c)). 

4.2 The prior art also includes as con
flicting applications international (PCT) 
applications whose dates fall within the 
"intervention period", designating, for the 
purpose of obtaining a European patent, a 
European State which is a contracting party 
to both the PCT and the EPC systems, and 
which is also designated in the European 
application under consideration. 

4.3 Since the Search Division will not 
verify the justification of the claimed 
priority dates, there may be uncertainty as 
regards which of the two applications is 
the earlier one. Therefore the search for 
conflicting applications should be extended 
so as to cover all published applications 
filed up to one year after the filing date 
of the application under consideration . 

.. . / ... 
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4.4 For published conflicting applications 

the "whole contents" approach.is to be 
applied, i.e. conflict :i,s.: ~onstituted not 
merely by the contents of the claims, but 

by the whole disclosure, i.e. description, 
drawings (if any) and claims (but not the 
abstract) of the published earlier 
application; however, subject-matter 
disclaimed or stated to belong to the prior 
art is excluded, unless it is explicitly 
disclosed (see Guidelines for substantive 
examination, Chapter IV, 6.1). 

4.5 Generally it .will not be possible at 
the time of the search to make a complete 
search for conflicting Europeanzand 
international applications. This search 
will therefore have to be completed at the 

examination stage by the Examining Division 
which for this purpose will have available 
classified search files of these published 
applications. The Search Divisions should 
therefore not attempt to discover as yet 
unpublished conflicting applications, nor 
to undertake special documentation efforts 
to allow a search therefor; however, when 
the search examiner knows of such an 
application, he should mention it in the 
internal note, but he must not cite it in 
the search report. 

4.6 There may also be national applications 
of one or more States designated in the 
European application and coming within the 
"intervention period". Any of these which 
are present in the search files should be 
noted and mentioned in the search report 
for information (PCT Rule 33.1(c)). 

5.1 Since the Search Division is not res
ponsible for the verification of any 
claimed priority date (which in the 
examination stage takes the place of the 
filing date for assessing prior art ann 
determining precedence), the basic 
reference date for the search must be taken 
as the date of filing of the European 
application as accorded by the Receiving 
Section (similarly PCT Rule 33.1(a); for 
the reference date for the search with 
respect to conflicting applications, 

however, see V, 4.3). 

.../ ... 
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5. 2 The Search Division will theref6re: ·_.· 
include documents pub~s~ed•b;tween the 

priority date or dates and the filing date 

of the application under consideration; and 
these must be identified as such in the 
search report. For identifying these 
documents when an application has more than 
one priority date, the oldest date is to be 

applied for this purpose. When deciding 
which documents to select for citing in the 
search r,eport, the examiner will have to 
refer to these dates and should preferably 
choose any published before the date of 
priority. Thus for example, where there 
are two equally relevant documents one 
published before the date of priority and 
the other after that date but before the 
date of filing, he should choose the former 
(see IV, 3.2). 

5.3 It is the responsibility of the 
Examining Division to check whether and to 
what extent the priority dlaim is justified; 
therefore the Search Division will not 
check whether the contents of the European 
application correspond to those of the 
priority application(s). Nevertheless, 
documents showing that a priority claim 
might not be justified (e.g. an earlier 
application or patent resulting therefrom, 
by the same applicant indicating that the 
application from which priority is claimed 
may not be the first application for the 
invention concerned), should be drawn to 
the attention of the Examining Division. 
No special search beyond the filing date of 
the application should normally be made for 
this purpose, except when there is a 
special reason to do so, e.g. when the 
priority application is a "continuation in 
part" of an earlier application from which 

no priority is claimed; also sometimes the 
country of residence of the applicant being 
different from the country of the prio~ity 
application may be an indication of 

possible lack of first filing, justifying a 
certain extension of the search. 

5.4 When the search is extended for this 
purpose, it should cover the published 
applications filed up to one year after the 
filing date of the application under 
consideration, for the reasons given in V, 

4. 3. 

.. .! .. . 
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5.5 The search will not normally take . .., . 
into conside~ation documents published 

after the filing date of the application. 

However, some extension may be necessary 

for specific purposes, as is apparent from 

V,3, V,4 and V,5.3. 

5.6 Certain other situations may occur in 

which a document published after the filing 

date is relevant; examples are a later 

document containing the principle or theory 

underlying the invention, which may be 

useful for a better understanding of the 

invention, or a later document showing that 

the reasoning or the facts underlying the 

invention are incorrect. The search should 

not be extended for this purpose, but 

documents of this nature known to the 

examiner could be selected for citation in 

the report. 

5.7 Disclosures of the invention 

occurring no earlier than six months 

preceding the filing of the European patent 

application and due to an evident abuse in 

relation to the applicant or his legal 

predecessor, or due to display at an 

officially recognised international 

exhibition, should not be taken into 

consideration in determining novelty. The 

Search Division should, nevertheless, cite 

in the search report any documents it has 

reason to believe come within one of the 

categories mentioned. In this case too the 

reference date for the search will be the 

filing date of the application (see V, 

5.1). Since the matter of abuse will 

generally only be raised after the 

transmission of the search report, and the 

disclosure at an exhibition involves the 

question of identity between the displayed 

and claimed invention, both matters are 

better resolved by the Examining Division. 

6.1 As a general rule the Search Division 

will select for citation only documents 

which are present in its search files or 

which it has access to in some other 

manner; in that way no doubt will exist 

about the contents of the documents cited, 

since the search examiner will generally 

have physically inspected each document 

cited. 

.../ ... 
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6.2 However, under certain circumstances· 
a document whose conten~s have· not bee.n . -· 

or·· 
verified may be cited, provided there is 
justification for the assumption that there 
is identity of contents with another 

document which the examiner has inspected. 
For example, instead of the document 
published before the filing date in an 
inconvenient langU'age and selected for 
citation, the search examiner may have 
inspected a corresponding document (e.g. 
another ~ember of the same patent family, 
or a translation of an article) in a more 
convenient language and possibly published 

after the filing date; also the Search 
'Division may assume that, in the absence of 
explicit indications to the contrary, the 
content·s of an abstract are contained in 
the original document. Also the examiner 
should assume that the contents of azreport 
of an oral presentation are in agreement 
with that presentation (any comments or 
explanations should be in the internal 
search note). 

6.3 Before citing documents in a language 
with which he is not familiar, the search 
examiner should satisfy himself that the 
document is relevant (e.g. through 
translation by a colleague, through a 
corresponding document or abstract in a 
familiar language, or through a drawing or 
chemical formula in the document). 

7.1 Since decisions with respect to 
novelty are not the responsibility of the 
Search Divisions but of the Examining 
Divisions, the Search Divisions should not 
discard documents because of doubt as 

regards for example the exact date of 
publication or public availability, or the 
exact contents of an oral disclosure, 
exhibition etc. to which such documents may 
refer. The Search Division should try to 
remove whatever doubt may exist and should 
not cite the documents concerned in the 
report unless the doubt is removed or very 
little doubt remains; additional documents 
providing evidence in the matters of doubt 
may be cited. Comments on these documents, 
as well as citation of documents for which 
greater doubt remains, should be made in 

the internal search note. 
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INVENTIVE STEP .. 
:~ .. 

1. "An invention ahall be conaide~ed aa involving 
an inventive atep i6, having ~ega~d to the 
atate o6 the a~t, it ia not obvioua to a pe~aon 
akilled in the a~t" (PCT Art. 33(1), 
Rule 33.1(a)). 

2. In evaluating inventive step the Examining 
Divisions will have to consider this in relation 
to all aspects of the claimed inventioni 
such as the underlying problem (whether 
explicitly stated in the application or 
implied), the insight upon which the 
solution relies, the means constituting the 
solution, and the effect or results obtained. 
Therefore, the search will take all these 
aspects into consideration. 

3. European applications of earlier filing date 
but published on or after the date of filing 
of the application under. consideration are 
not to be considered when assessing 
inventive step (but only when assessing 
novelty). 

(Further sections explaining the concept of 
inventive step in greater detail to the 
extent that this is useful for the purpose 
of searching, will be extracted from the 
Guidelines for Substantive Examination that 
are under preparation by Working Party III, 
in consultation with that Working Party). 

CHAPTER VII 

UNITY OF INVENTION 

1. "The Eu~opean paten~ application ahall ~elate 
to one invention only a~ to a g~oup o6 
inventlona ao linked aa to 6o~m a aingle 
gene~al inventive concept" (PCT Rule 13.1). 
If the Search Division considers that the 
application does not comply with the 
requirement of unity of invention, it must 
search, and draw up the search report for, 
those parts of the application which relate 
to the invention (or group of inventions 
forming unity) first mentioned in the claims 

(PCT Art. 17(3)(a)). 

.../ ... 
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2. The Search Division will inform the applicant 
of the lack of unity of-..invention i'n :a. 

-Iii • . 
communication separate from the search report. 
The other invention(s) or group(s) of 

inventions will be searched and separate 
search reports therefor will be prepared, only 
if the applicant pays the additional fees. 
These payments must take place within a period 
to be set by the .search Division, which may not 
be less than two weeks and may not be more than 
six weeks. 
(PCT,Art. 17(3)(a) and Rule 40.3) 

3. At the examination stage the applicant may 
contest the allegation of non-unity and 
request a refund of the additional fee(s) 
paid. If the Examination Division finds 
the protest justified the fee(s) will be 
refunded. (compare PCT Rule 40. 2 (c)) . 

4. From the preceding paragraph it is clear 
that the decision with respect to unity of 
invention rests with the Examining Division. 
Consequently the criteria to be applied in 
this respect by the Search Division should 
not be different from those applied by 
the Examining Division. In particular 
the Search Division should not raise 
objection of lack of unity merely because 
the inventions claimed are classified in 
separate classification units, or merely for 
the purpose of restricting the search to 
certain-classification units. 

5. As indicated in VII, 1 the basic criterion 
for unity of invention is the presence of a 
common inventive concept. Consequently, the 
mere fact that an application contains 
several independent claims of the same 
category or claims of different categories 
is in itself no ground for objection of 
lack of unity of invention. 

6. Rule 30 particularly specifies certain 
combinations of different categories that 
should not be objected to on the grounds of 
lack of unity: 

... / ... 
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"(a.) .Ln a.dd.L.t.Lon .to a.n independent c.ta..Lm 6oiL 
a. piLod~c.t, a.n independent c.ta..Lm JoiL a. 
piLoceu l>pec.La.U!f..,a.di!p.t-e.d 6DIL .t"he. ~a.nu-., .. 
6a.c.t~ILe o6 .the piLod~c.t, a.nd a.n independent 
c.ta..Lrn 6oiL a. ~.6e o6 .the piLod~c.t; OIL 

(b) .Ln a.dd.L.t.Lon .to a.n independent c.ta..Lm 6DIL 
a. p1Loce.6.6, a.n independent c.ta..Lm 6oiL a.n 
a.ppa.ILa..t~l> o~ rnea.n.6 .6pec.L6.Lca.£.£.y de.~>.Lgned 

nolL ca.ILILy.i.ng o~.t .the p1Loce.6.6; OIL 

(c) .Ln a.dd.L.t.Lon .to a.n independent c.ta..Lm 6oiL 
a. piLod~c.t, a.n independent c.ta..Lm 6oiL a. 
p1Loce.6.6 .~>pec.La..t.ty a.da.p.ted 6oiL .the rna.n~-

6a.c.t~ILe o6 .the piLoduc.t, a.nd a.n independent 
c.ta..Lrn 6oiL a.n a.ppa.1La..tu.6 oiL mea.nl> .6pecl6-Lca.£.£.y 
de.6-l.gned 6DIL ca.ILILy.Lng o~.t .the p1Loce.6.6." 

(similarly PCT Rule 13.2). Other combinations 
may be acceptable provided there is a common 
inventive concept. 

(Further guidance with respect to the application 
of the criteria for unity of invention in specific 
situations will be extracted from the Guidelines 
for Substantive Examination under preparation by 
Working Party III, in consultation with that 
Working Party). 

7. Lack of unity of invention may also exist 
within a single claim, where the claim 
contains alternatives which are not linked 
by a single general inventive concept, and 
the objection should be raised. 

8. Objection of lack of unity does not normally 
arise because a claim contains a number of 
individual features in combination even if 
these are unrelated (see III, 3.10). 
Likewise no objection of lack of unity should 
be made with respect to a dependent claim and 
the claim from which it depends (see III, 3.8 

and 3.9). 

9. Lack of unity of invention may be directly 
evident "a. piL.i.oiL.i.", i.e. before considering 
the claims in relation to any prior art, or 
may only become apparent "a. pol>.teiL.i.OIL.i.", 
i.e. after taking the prior art into 
consideration, e.g. a document discovered 
in the search shows that there is lack of 

... / ... 
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novelty or·inventive step in a main 

claim, leaving two or m~re depende·n"t: e·iaims '.., - ' without a common ~~entive concept. In the 
latter case the Search Division may raise 
the objection of lack of unity and restrict 

the search to the invention (or group of 
inventions) first mentioned in these 
dependent claims, disregarding "trivial" 

claims as in III, 3.9. 

10. Where the search examiner finds a 
situation of lack of unity of 
invention to exist, reasons of economy may 
make it advisable to search the additional 
invention(s) together with the invention 
mentioned first in the claims, in the 
classification units consulted for the 
latter invention if this takes little or 
no additional search effort. If objection 
of lack of unity is raised, the results of 
the search for the additional invention(s) 
may not be made part of the search report, 
but must be kept for a later additonal search 
report if this is requested and once the 
additional fees are paid. The search for 
such additional invention(s) will then have 
to be completed in any further classification 
units which may be relevant. 

11. Occasionally in cases of lack of unity, 
especially "a. po.t>.te.Jt.<.oiL.<.", the ·examiner will 

be able to make a complete search for both 
or all inventions with negligible additional 
work, in particular when the inventions are 
conceptually very close and none of them 
requires search in separate classification 
units. In those cases, the search for the 
additional invention(s) should be completed 
together with that for the invention 
first mentioned. All results should then 
be included in a single search report, 

and no objection of lack of unity should 
be raised. 

.../ ... 
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12. When in a supplementary European search 
following an internation?-~ O!ICT_) searcli -a. 

problem of unity of in~e·ntion arises, the 
Search Division should avoid whenever 
possible deviations from the position taken 
by the International Search Authority in 
the international search report, except 
where the claims have been changed, or the 
interpretation of the rules regarding unity 
of invention was clearly incorrect. It 
should be borne in mind that in case of 
conflict, e.g. because certain differences in 
the provisions re1ating to claims of different 
categories in EPC Rule 30 and PCT Rule 13(2), 
the provisions of the PCT prevail. When as a 
result of the supplementary search lack of 
unity "a po~tenioni" is found to exist, 
the Search Divisions should act accordingly 
(see par. VII-9). 

CHAPTER VIII 

SUBJECTS TO BE EXCLUVEV FROM THE SEARCH 

Art. 52(2) to 
(4) 53(b) 

(Rule 45) 

Art. 52(1) 

1. Article 52 specifies certain subjects which 
are not to be regarded as patentable 
inventions, whilst Article 53 specifically 
excludes certain matter from patentability 
(PCT Art. 17(2)(a)(i), Rule 39.1). The search 
files need not, and in general do not, contain 
such subject-matter, so that a meaningful 
search therefor is not possible and a 
declaration to that effect takes the place 
of the search report (PCT Art. 17(2)(a)). 

2. This situation may also occur for part of the 
claims, in which case a partial search is made, 
and the partial search report is then 
supplemented with a declaration. 

3. Although a decision on these matters rests 
with the Examining Division, nevertheless, 
provisional opinions on these matters must 
be sometimes formed by the Search Division, 
which will thus have to consider the require
ments for patentability other than novelty 
and inventive step. In particular it may be 
necessary to consider any of the following 
questions: 

... I . .. 
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(i) whether a claimed invention belon~s- to 
the categories exeJ.ud~d 'from bei.ng. ;egarded ... ·· 
as patentable inventions in Article 52, 
paragraph 2, i.e. 

or 

" (a) d.i.6 cove.IL.ie..6, .6 c.i.e.YL.t.i.6-{.c .the.oiL.ie..6 aYLd 
ma.the.ma.t.icat me..thod.6; 

(b) ae..6.the..t.ic ciLe.a.t.ioYL.6; 

(c) .6che.me..6, 1Lule..6 aYLd me..thod.6 6oiL pe.IL6oiLm.i.YLg 
me.YL.tat ac.t.6, ptay.i.YLg game../> oiL do.i.YLg 
bu.6.i.YLe..6.6, aYLd p1Log1Lam.6 6oiL compu.te.IL.6; 

(d) piLe../> e.YL.ta.t.i.oYL.6 o6 .i.YL6oiLma.t.ioYL"; 

(ii) whether the invention is susceptible of 
industrial application having regard to 
Article 52, paragraph 4, i.e. whether 
it is a method for treatment of the 
human or animal body by surgery or 
therapy, or a diagnostic method practised 
on the human or animal body. It should 
be noted, however, that products, in 
particular substances or compositions, 
for use in any of these methods, are not 
excluded from patentability, provided 

the use of the product for ~ such 
method is not comprised in the state of 
the art; consequently after the search 
has discovered one such use, no further 
search is necessary to establish 
whether the exact use claimed is novel; 
or 

(iii) whether the subject-matter is excepted 
from patentability having regard to 
Article 53, sub-paragraph (b), i.e. 
"plaYL.t OIL aYL.imat vaiL.ie..t.ie..6 oiL e..6.6e.YL.t.i.atty 
b.iotog.i.cat p1Loce..6.6e..6 6oiL .the. piLoduc.t.ioYL o6 
ptaYL.t.6 oiL aYL.imal.6" (note however that this 
exception does not apply to micro
biological processes or the prcducts 
thereof) (PCT Rule 39.1). 

. .. I ... 
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4. In cases of doubt the Search Division 
should carry out the searql:P t'o tf'le extent .... 
that this is possible in the available 
documentation. 

5. A further situation where a meaningful 
search is not possible or only partially 
possible, and where a declaration to this 
effect may take the place of or supplement 
the search report, may result from the 
application containing obscurities, 

inconsistencies or contradictions to the 
extent that it is impossible to arrive at a 
reasonable conclusion as to the scope of 
the claimed invention. The Search Division 
in these cases may not suspend the search, 
ask for clarification, and after receipt 
thereof continue the search, but should 
make a meaningful search to the extent that 
this is possible. When later clarifications 
are received, these will be considered by 
the Examining Division (which then may 
request the Search Division to perform an 
additional search, see III, 4.2). 

CHAPTER IX. - SEARCH VOCUMENTATION 

to be included 
later 

CHAPTER X. - SEARCH REPORT 

Rule 86(2) 

Art. 96(1) 

Art. 115 

Art. 95 

CHAPTER X - Y 

E66ect o6 SeaAch RepoAt 

Y.1 After receipt of the search report the 

applicant may amend the description, the 
drawings and (in particular) the claims 
(similarly PCT Art. 19 (1)). 

Also if the request for examination was 
made before the issue of the search report, 
the applicant will be invited to confirm 
the request. 

Y.2 After publication of the application and 
the search report third parties may file 
observations which will be taken into 
consideration by the Examining Division at 

the examination stage. 

.. ./ ... 
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Y.3 After publication of the search report and 

filing (or confirmation) of a request f9r. 

examination, the Examin~ng•Di¥ision wili -

examine the applicat~o~, basing its assess
ment of novelty and inventive step upon the 
prior art mentioned in the search report. 

This is dealt with in the Guidelines for 
Substantive Examination (PCT Art. 33(£), 
Rule 62.1(b)). 

CHAPTER XI 

THE' ABSTRACT 

1. The search examiner has the task of 
determining the definitive content of the 
abstract which is initially supplied by the 
applicant, and which will subsequently be 
published with the application or later. In 
doing this he should consider the abstract 
in relation to the application as filed 
(see IV, 1.4) (PCT Rule 38.2(b); 
Rule 48.2(b)(iii)). 

2. In determining the definitive content the 
examiner should take into consideration 
that the abstract is merely for use as 
technical information, and in particular 
must not be used for the purpose of 
interpreting the scope of the protection 
sought. The abstract should be so drafted 
that it constitutes an efficient instrument 
for purposes of searching in the particular 
technical field, and should in particular 
make it possible to assess whether there is 
need for consulting the European patent 
application itself (PCT Rule 8.3). 

3. The abstract must 

i. indicate the title of the invention, 

ii. indicate the technical field to which 
the invention pertains, 

iii. contain a concise summary of the 
disclosure as contained in the 
description, claims and drawings, 
which must be so drafted as to allow a 
clear understanding of the the 
technical problem, the gist of the 

solution of that problem through the 
invention and the principal use of the 
invention, and where applicable, it 
should contain the chemical formula 
which, among those contained in the 
application, best characterises the 

invention, 

... / ... 
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CHAPTER XI 

iv. not contain statements oR tne alleged· --- -~ 

merits or value of '"the invention or 

its speculative application, 

v. preferably not contain more than one 

hundred and fifty words, 

vi. be accompanied by an indication of the 
figure or exceptionally more than one 

figure of the drawings which should 

accompany the abstract. Each main 

feature mentioned in the abstract and 
illustrated by a drawing, should be 
followed by a reference sign in 

parenthesis (PCT Rule 8.1). 

4. The examiner should consider not only the 

text of the abstract but also the selection 

of the figures for publication with it. He 

should alter the text to the extent that 
this may be necessary in order to meet the 

requirements set out in Xt, 3. He may 

select a different figure, or figures, of 
the drawings if he considers that they 

better characterise the invention (PCT Rule 

8.2). In determining the definitive content 
of the abstract, the examiner should 
concentrate on conciseness and clarity, and 

refrain from introducing alterations merely 
for the purpose of embellishing the 

language. 

IEnd of Document] 
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CHAPTER I 

lNTIIOOUCTlON 

-~ ... ·· 

1. These Guidelines were elaborated by~ the 
Japty II ~r U;a Interim Committee,. EhtPiPitJ for Technical 
·ha 197 11 &Ali 1975 •lleeieRs, iR ll&RswHati.llA Cooperation 
t~~!l:\h an~ ni6A a~rsewaeF:'6 fpe"' 'oi6Pltiftg 

Pat&~ III-as regards matters of common 

interest. TA&~· I'&Ps iF1eR usepti•d ( "''" 

2. The 1 PPeai&eA6 ef ihe E~re~eaA P-~eni Cffi.e 
in his decision or ....... has adopted 
these Guidelines ( •.• with minor a~endments 
••• )as internal administrative instructions 
and guidance for the public in accordance 

Director 
General 
of WIPO 

with AxHele 19 1 ~aP&@lPEIJ3A :l(a) 11f ;~~~ C;R .. iAHu. Rule 89.2(a) 
of the Treaty 

3. These Guidelines constitute elaborations 

and clarifications of the provisions or the A... Treaty 
eoao enbio11 aud it:3 Impleweutint; Regulaeiene, · 

and the relevant Articles and Rules,~ 1 

iRd,aatad iR iAil .MBP@iR Similarly a 
Guideline f. "llP8 a, s 11 elaborated for the was 
formalities examination ... ,tloll swis'i&R'ii"e 

~ 
•xaaiRati;~ aRQ tAo ep~o-iiie~ 'PeasQwpeJ 

.whepe apprepFiai&s Pif&PORQo& &; ~Ro&~ &t~er 

Gwi~eliR~I Aays beeR p'aoed ~n t~a carg~n 

(~Rasa RefePiRQ&& aPe ~g be added lat9P) 

4. In order to· ensure uniform practice theJI- Internati· nal 
Searching Authorities 

i&ari'IIR J<i:u;i,deRe are,.~to adhere to 
these Guidelines to the extent that they........._ encouraged 
are not amended or revoked by the,~PPi;i.diiAt, Director General 
:Ja particPJiP a& a cor;asoqweRa& ef 8eeic~ 
er tilut iwP&JUi&R Pat;Rt Qffiee, e .. eoePl't:leS 

~, tAe iAlaPgod ic;nd of Appeal 

Nevertheless, the application of the 
Ouidelines to, and the interpretation 
thereof in respect of, individual i~P~p~aA 
~Aapplications i3 the responsibility 
or the,SeePeA J;.liai.&i~P&, and it may be 
necessary for search examiners to depart 
from the general instructions given here 

in exceptional cases. 

• • • I ••• 

_international 

!nternational 
S.earching 
Authorities • 
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5, These Guidelines were drnrtcd for, and 

appl7 to,, i5tlll"l!fiiOrAo ocnrchc!!~ 11 eu2J'IIh119 

pePfVPIIIIIII by tile li:ioiPQplllHI i JtiiRt Oftlcn rgr 

E11ropeeft lll'l'li~UieRe. Il"i e!IS:iJi:~ l!e 

Utue •eet"el'll!!l! U1e Seat eli Biffsions of' 

European Patent Office will 
to carry out other types of 
III, II). It is 

be calle~ upon 
es (see 

these Guidelines 
types of searches 

to the largest t po3sible, and any 
these Guidelines applying 

searches will be indicated 
and will be summarised in 

(PCT) searches carried out by 
Patent Office acting as an Inter 
Searching Authority under the 
Cooperation Treaty. Since he requirements 
ot that Treaty and the uropean Patent 
Convention with 
search report a . to a very large extent 
identical or t least coopatible, when 

these Guidelines the opportu
also 

References to the relevant 
Articles and Rules of the PCT are included 
in these Guidelines in the appropriate 
places. 

Off'ice will 

Guidelines are not necessar' 
applicable to these nati al searches, nor 

hese searches differ 
specifically pointed 

the Search Divisions of the 
in the branch at The 

entrusted to the central 
ottices ot certain Cent 
~earches in documen 
than the officia 

Member 
party to 
will to a 

be carr1ed out in the 
n Rome or m3y also be entrusted 

in national patent offices. These 
Ouidelin~s apply to the European 

. './ ... 

international 
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CHAFTE:R II 

GENEUL 
.... 

-~ ., .. · 

1, The procedure throut;h which•~a:=:r.:tc:s ::!:::::··:• ~-
~ application proceeds from the filing 
or the application to the granting of a 
patent (or the refusal·thereof) comprises 

an international 

two clearly separated basic stages, i.e. .---

___ t_h_e.,..search and the :Jubstantive cxaminatioL by an international, 
regional, or 

2, The objective of the 1:1earch is to discover national office '• 
the prior art which is relevant for the 
purpose of determining whether, and if so 

claimed to what extent, theAinvention to ~hich the 
application relates is RE!II &Rei iRvelve~ an 
inventive step, (PCT Art. 15(2), Rule 33.1(a)). 

01., is not new 
and does or does 
not involve 

}. The search is essentially a documentary 

search in a docur.1ent collection that is"--- properly 
systematically arranged (or otherwise 

systematically accessibleJ,.accoraint; to the for search purposes 
subject-matter contents of the documents. 
These are primarily patent documents of 
various countries, supplemented by a number 
of articles from periodicals and other non-

patent literature. 

II. J,. search report will be prepared con
taining the results of the search, in 
particular by identifying the documents 
constituting the relevant prior art (PCT 
Art. 16(1), Rule 43.5). 

An international 

5. The search report ~erves to provide 
.information on the relevant prior art to 

international 

the applicant, to the public/- and to the if the appl,ica tion 
EiKallliRil'lg E>ivieieAe of t!ole l!:IIPBJ3eaR PateRt is published 
~~~--~~------~~-~~~~~---~ ~ (PCT Art. 18(2), Art. 21(3), " 
Art. 33 (6), Rule 62 .t(b)). designated Offices 

international 
6. 'since the search will be carried out and 

·the search report will be prepared mainly 
by the ~eaPa~ ~ivisieRs iR ~~e ~raRe~ e' 
~R8 iwPepeaR PateRt or~i98 iR The ~2§W8, 

and the examination will be carried out 

International Search
ing Authorities 

Ettl'el!ee:l'l Pe:$et'l'6 Offiee il'l littRiliA.,- the 
separation or the two steps~ geographical 

as well as procedural. 

. .. I . .. 

designated Offices 

may be 
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J \'In some instances, 

7, ~ are no.1 facilitiP:> for sy~t.''"'"t.ic th 
~~------~~~~------~~----~-------------· ere 
searching by the l,.,..,.inin,~ ni. ·, , ether designated Offices 
than for conflictingi'w"wf' •u• <lPi·l ic'lt ions national 
(:see v, ··~· "'I'Ra iHRlil.iRil'\~ Bi ill§i .11r f!Ptt, (Some designated 
thereforc,,.depencient en the wrll·k o!" the _ be Of'fices may 

~S~e~'il~l':c::l:oi~C=i~··~it:l::· '"::r·:~~:_:r~o~r~t~h!'~l~· r~k:_:n::o:.:w~l.::_e_:d.:;,r:~e_;o:r~t:_:h::_.~!~· ··· t ..... t • 1 S h 
~ ~n erua 1onu earc -
stat~ or the art ~n which ns~es:.;mer.t.s of ing Authorities· 
the patentability or the inver.tion will be" .. ' 

· their 1 
based. The~search must, therefore, be as 
complete and effective as possible, within "international 
the limitations· necessarily imposed by 
economic considerations (see III, 2). 

8. In order to be able to inform th~s!IRIIIi,.<ii'IE'i 

;iYi&iea of the documents neces~ary to 
decide on patentability,. the search 
examiner must be familiar with the basic 
requirements of examination, especially 
with respect to novelty, inventive step, 
unity of invention, and subjects excluded 
from patentability either speci:icall:y or 
because of lack of ·industrial applicability 
(see Chapters V to VIII). On the other 
band, a certain amount of feed-back to the 
SeaPe~ ~i"i&ieR of the consequences of the 
search, in particular the actions taken by 
the applicant and the ... ~lldJOh:e Ci"iEieR• as· 
a result of thel\search report.,~ necessary 
in order to obtain searches well adapted to 

designated Offices 

'the needs of the examination. 

9, The unit responsible for carrying out the 

International 
Searching Authorit~ 

d0signated Office 
may be desirable 

search and drawing up the1 search report for international 
an application is • he.PeR Sir:ieie!'l, ltflie& the International 
88Riht& ReFIII&lly M' one _search examiner. Searching Authority • 
In exceptional cases, where the invention The search itself 
is or a nature requiring searching in will normally be 
widely dispersed specialised ;fields, a performed by 
special iiee:Pel\ BLiel-el'l uRsii!H"'~ or two, 9 careh contnin-
or possibly three, examiners may be ~. ing the wot.•k 

\necessary 

... ~ . ' 

.. 
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CHARACTERISTICS Or THE SEARCH 
''I .... • 

1.1 As stated in II, 2, the objective 
of the search is to discover relevant prior 
art for the purpose of asses:ing novelty and 
inventive step. Decisions on novelty and 
inventive step are the province of the 
iua~iRiRg QivisieR&. However, in many instances· 
provisional opinions on these issues must be 
formed by the11 liiiaPal:l l:!i"iE:i.w" in order to 

designated Off
ices 

enable an effective search to be carried out. 
Such provisional opinions will be subject to 
review by the ~ua~i~iRg givieie~ at the 
examination stage. 

designated Office 

~ Examples are to be found in paragraphs 
III, 3.9 - Search for subject-matter of 
dependent claims, III, 2.5 to 2.7 - Search 
in analogous art, IV, 2.8 - Stopping search 
when only trivial matter rema~ns, VII, 9 -
Lack or unity a posteriori. 

2 __ 1_.-T... Occasionally the,..~capefl Qiviei-eR will. 
have to form provisional opinions on matters 
or substantive examination other than novelty 
or inventive step, in order to be able to 

International 
Searching Authori
ty 

proceed with the search or to decide to restrict 
the search; here again. these opinions are 

subject to review by the Exe:m.:.ni.t!: BLieieR. designated Office 

~ Examples are to be found in Chapter VII -
Unity or invention and Chapter VIII - Subject
matter excluded from patentability and 
obscurities etc. preventing a meaningful 
search. 

2.1 The €~PepeaR search is essentially a 
thorough, high quality, all-embracing search. 
Nevertheless, it must be realised th~t in a 
search of this kind, 100% completeness cannot 
always be obtained, because of such factors 
as the inevitable imperfections of any 
classification system and its implementation, 
and may not be economically justified if the 
cost is to be kept within reasonable bounds. 

·I 

.. ,/ ... 

international 
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The examiner should therefore organi~c-~16• 
sea~ch effort and utili~c his search ~fmc in 
such a manner as to reduce to a minimum the 
possibility of failing to discover existing 
highly relevant prior art, such as complete 
anticipations for any claims. For less 
relevant prior art, which often exists with a 
tair amount of redundancy amongst the documents 
in the search collection, a lower retrieval 
ratio can be accepted. 

2.2 The PCT stipulates in Article 15, 
paragraph 4, that the International Searching 
Authority performing the search shall endeavour 
to discover as much of the relevant prior art 
as its facilities permit, and shall, in any 
case, consult the documentation specified in 
the p.cT Regulations. MIUa tl:la iw.PapuR 

International Searching Authority {PC , 
Article 16, paragraph 1, specif ly refers 
to this possibility), and · is clearly 
desirable for Europe and international 
searches to ly compatible~ the above 
detini tio search should 
be as also applicable to the 

2.3 This implies first of all that the 
GeaPeh SivisieA in searching an application 
will, in principle, consult all documents in 
the relevant classification units of the 
search files, irrespective of their language 
·or age, or of the type of document. 
Nevertheless the search examiner should for 
reasons of economy exercise his judgment, 
based on his knowledge of the technology in 
question and of the documentation involved, 
.~o omit sections in which the likelihood of 
tinding any documents relevant to the 

·search is negligible, for example documents 
falling within.a period preceding the time 

International 
Searching Authority 

•• • I I •• 

" 
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~hen the area or technology in question 
be&an to develop. Similarly he need only 
consult one member of a patent family 
unless he has good reason to suppose that, 
in a particular ease, 'there are relevant 
substantial differences in the content of 
different members of the same family, 

2.11 
or documents that 
to 

.. , 
BYih aa patent documents et ~Me £eaft~ine•ie~ 
~~~~~~TUcredin~~~Ctlf:IT~----All relevant ·••~AtP,&i 1 i~ included in the search flles, 

will ~ave ~~ be consulted for international 

categories or· documents that are of 
relevance to the PCT, e.g. pate of 
certain countries not 
European patent syst 
consulted for E 

Service 

2.5 The search shall be carried out on the 
basis of the search files which may contain 
material pertinent to the invention 

· (PCT, Rule 33.2(a)). It should first cover 
all directly relevant technical fields, and 
may then have to be extended to analagous 
fields (PCT Rule 33.2 (b)), but the need 
Cor this must be judged by the examiner in 
each individual ease, taking into account 
tbe outcome of the search in the initial 
tields. 

2.6 The question of which arts are, in any 
given ease, to be regarded as analogous 
ahall be considered in .the light of what 
appears to be the necessary essential function 

or use of theAinvention and not only the 
specific functions expressly indicated in 
the application (PCT Rule 33.2 (e)), 

... /. ~ . 

claimed 
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2.7 The decision to ~xtcnd the search to 
fields not mentioned in the application • . .., 
must be left to the judgment or. the··search 
examiner, who should not put himself in the 
place or the inventor and try to imagine 
all the kinds or appl~cations or the 
invention possible. The over-riding 

principle in determining the extension of 
the search in analogous fielda should be 
whether it is probable that a reasonable 
objection that there is lack of inventive 
step could be established on the basis of 
what is likely to be found by the search in 
these fields. 

3.1 The search should be directed to the 
invention defined by the claims, as. 
interpreted with due regard to the 
description and drawings (if any), ~ 

• .. hieh .. ill ~e eel'lferre!! ey 1;fle Eit!PeJ!ea~ 

,&,el'l• if ~Pel'l~~e (PCT Article 15, 
paragraph 3 1 Rule 33.3(a)). 

3.2 This implies that in the search 
special emphasis should be directed to the 
inventive concept underlying the invention 
to which the claims are directed (PCT Rule 
33.3(a)). Consequently the search should on 
the one hand not be restricted to the 
literal wording of the claims, but on the 
other hand should not be broadened to 
include everything that might be derived by 
a person skilled in the art from a 
consideration of the.description and 
drawings. 

3.3 As a con•equence the search should 
usually embrace also subject-ma·tter that is 
generally recognised as equivalent to that 
which is specified in the claims. This 
applies to the claimed subject-matter as a 

and with particular 
emphasis on the 
inventive concept 
towards which the 
claims are directed. 

I 

whole, and also to its individual features"-- even though, in its 
(PCT Rule 33.2(d)). For example, if the specii'ics, the 
claim specifies a cable clamp having a 
certain construction, the search should 
embrace pipe and similar clamps likely to 
have the specified construction.· Likewise, 
if the claim is directed to an article 
~onsisting or several parts which are 
defined by their function and/or structure, 
and the claim stipulates that certain parts 
4re welded together, the search should also 
embrace al;eP~a~i"e methods of connecting 
euch as~glueing or riveting, unless it r~ 
clear that welding possesses parti~ular 

advantages required for the invention. 
I I,/, I I 

invention as descri
bed is dii'i'erent 

.. 

equivalent 
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).~ Since thu npplicant may not nmend the except to cor
rect for:::nal ma~
ters which are 

n-a.;.,s_o_r_i_g_i_n_a_l_l_y~f-i_l_e_d ,;;,.~,;;,.· R;....;.,~;;_R_&...,;;,..I_'w ... p_Q ... p,.;.g.;;,a_Ja~::.;:,:.;;,:, ___ ..j COntrary t 0 the 

appU.uthR .• 't'kePel'et"e 1 if th~ IOwpgpgaR Treaty and are 
er~liu'h"' thrives fpe"' af! ee•·lier called to appli
international (PCT) application or 

an 

cant's attention 
by the rec6iving 
Office,(for ex~ 
ample, Rule r 
and Rule 10 de
fects) 

•re deemed to,•• .. • >oon [be drawn to inven
... e&ie&iaB:oill~•EI~e~R~e~M&il---lf~e~P-R~e;o;R~fl~a...,:,I'R·IIl:rli9H=R~t;.......o;Q..;r~r~s 9 i r.lU S t be t iOnS f 0 r WhiCh n 0 

search. fees have beep paid excluded from the 

).5 Claims that 

3~6 · In principle, and in so far as 
possible and reasonable, the s~arch should 
cover.the entire subject-matter to which 
the claims are directed or to which they 
might reasonably be expected to be directed 
after they have been amended (PCT Rule 
)3.3(b)). ·For exarnple,·where an application·· 
relating to an electric circuit contains 
one or more claims only directed to the 
function and manner of operation, and the 
description and drawings include an example 
with a detailed non-trivial transitor 
circuit, the search must necessarily 
include this circuit. Nevertheless, 
reasons of economy may make certain 
restrictions necessary, for example when 
there is a broad claim and many examples 
and it is not possible to foresee which 
will be the subject of amended claims • 

. 3.7 No special search effort need be made 
for searching unduly wide or speculative 
claims, beyond the extent to which they are 
supported by the description. For example 
if in an application relating to and 
describing in detail an au~omatic telephone 
exchange, the claims are directed to an 
automatic communication switchi.ng centre, 
the search should not be extended to 
automitic telegraph exchanges, data 
switching centres 'tc., merely because or 
the broad wording of the claim. Likewise, 

• • . I • .. 

... 
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if a claim ia directed to a proce~s for 
manufacturing an "impedance element" but 
the description and drawings relate only to 
the manufacture or a re•istor element, and 
give no indication as to how other types of 
impedance element ~ould be manufactured by 
the process ~f the invention, extension of 
the search to embrace, say, manufacture of 
capacitors, would not normally be justified. 

3.8 The search carried out in the classi
fication units of the search files to be 
consulted for the main claim(s) must 
include all dependent claims. Dependent 
claims should be interpreted as being 
restricted ·by all features of the claim(s) 
trom which they depend 1 # liftePefeFe 1 •·ioaaPa 

novel, that of the 
also be novel. 
the main claim is not 
result of the search, 

of 

to 
make a further search in respe 
subject-matter of the depende t claims as 
such. For example, in an a lication 
relating to cathode ray os illoscope tubes, 
in which the main claim ·s directed to 
specific means along t 
ot the tube for illum nating the screen, 
and a dependent cla' is directed to a 
specific and 
the main he 'tube, the search 
examiner shoul • in the search file~ he 
consults for the illumination 
means, also earch for the connecting means 
whether i combination with the illumination 

t 

When after this search the 
is 

for the connecting means 
search files specifically 

• • • I • •• 

I 
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the main claim is questio~d,· if ., .. 
neceaanry ror assc~sing invent otep or n 
dependent claim to estab~hether the 
features or the dcpe 

are 

When the dependent claim adds a further 
feature (rather than providing more detail 
or an element figuring already in the main 
claim), the dependent claim in errect 
constitutes a comoination claim and should 
be dealt with accordingly (see III, 3.10). 

3.10 Fo~ claims characterised by a 
combination or elements (e.g, A, B and C) 
the search should be directed towards the 
combination; however, when searching 
classification units for this purpose, sub
combinations, including the elements 
:inciividually (e.g. AB, AC, BC and also A, 
8 and C eeparately) should be searched in 
those units at the eame time. A search in 
additional classification units either ror 
aubcombinations or for individual elements 
of the combination should only be performed 
:if this is still necessary f;p t&taDliaAiAB 
t~t Re"tltf ;f ~A& tle~a~t i~ BP~IP t; 

&IIIII 'hi 'RY&MtiYI 8,1, If -~~ IIM~'M&-'&M. 

3,11 When the application contains claims 
of different categories, these must be 
:included in the searc~, and even when the 
application contains only claims or one 
category, it may be desirable to include 
other categories in the search. For 
example, generally, ~ except when the 
application contains indications to the 
contrary, one may assume that in a claim 
directed to~ chemical process, the 
ltarting products form part or the state or 
the art and need not be searched; the 
:intermediate products will only be searched 
when they rorm the subject or one or more 
claims; but the final products will always 
have to be searched, except when they are 
evidently known. 

•I 

• • .I' • • 
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}.12 The examiner should, in r,en~ral, 
exclude from his search subjects for which 
no meaningful search can be made; this may 
result from certain subjects beil•r: excluded 
from ~&~e~~e~ili~~. or from the arplication 
being obscure (see Chapter VIII). 

3.13 ~~en the claims or the 
application do not relate to one invention 
only, nor to a group of inventions so 
linked as to form a single general 
inventive concept, the search will normally 
be restricted to the invention, or so 
linked group of inventions, first mentioned 
in the claims (see Chapter VII). ~eeiPieiieF 

3;14 In certain circumstances it may be 
desirable to extend the subjeet-rr.atter of 
the search to include the "technological 
background" of the invention (see IV, 2.4). 
This would include: 

the preamble to the first claim, i.e. the 

the search under 
PCT Rule 39 

•· i I 

and the Mquired 
additional fees 
have not been paid 
within the presc
ribed time limit 

If the additional 
fees have been 
timely paid, all 
inventions covered 
thereby must also 
be searched. 

part preceding the expression "characte~ised 
by"; 

- the prior state of the art which is 
deemed to be.known in the introduction of 
the description of the application but 
not identified by specific citations; 

- the generai technological background of 
the invention (often called "general 
state of the art"). 

The task of the Search 
primarily to carry out 
search reports in rela 
patent applicatio t,.hese· 
usual search , the Search Divisions of the 

atent Office may be called upon 
other type~ of searches, 

• • .I. • . 

• 

.. 
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Art. 
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At·the examination sta~c of a European appll 
cation for patent Rn additional p~arch mit e . ., 
neceua:·y. The Exnminil'llg··oivhions are n 

equipped for thin purro~c other thnn for 
completion or the search ror conflict! 
applications (see V, 4); all auch 
aearch work will invariably be refer back 
to the.search Division, which shoul 
promptly carry out· this search. 
reasons. for such. an additional may 
be for exal:lple: 
!• amendmen't or claims so tha 

~-

riginal search; 

resulted in an incomple e search under 
Rule 45 (see VIII, 5)· 

~· reversal or a provis'cnal opinion of the 
Search Division wit respect to novelty 
(Chapter V), lack f inventive step 
(Chapter VI), un'ty of invention (Chapter 
VII}, or exclus ons from patentability 
(Chapter VIII), 

~· limitations imperfections in the initial 
search. 

The Examinin- Division requesting such an 
additional arch will precisely indicate the 

and the subject-matter 
The Search Division will 

te an account of the additional 
erformed containing the results 

Division; this 
acco nt is not sent to the applicant nor is 
it ublished by the Search Division, ,since any 
n cessary coc~unication resulting from it 
ill be th~ responsibility or the Examining 

II.) Supplel:lentary European searches 
An international (PCT) application, for which 
the European Patent Office acts as designated 
Office or elected Office shall be deemed to 
be a European patent application. Where 
an international (PCT) search report is already 
available this will take the place of the 
European search report. In those cases the 
Search Division will draw up a suppltmentary 
European search report. However, the 
Administrative Council may decide under what 
conditions and to what extent the supplementary 
European search report is to be di~pensed 
with. Details about the supplementary 

.f 

• • .I. • • 

I 
r 
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noted that in ca3e of conflict the 
provisions of the PCT 
the EPC. 

4.4 
When the European Paten Office acts as an 
International (PCT) arching Authority in 

icle 154 (PCT Article 16, 
,is anticipated that the 

with, or very similar to, 
and search reports. (A 

1--~4~.J( International-type searches 
Under the PCT, ~Re iwPa~sa~ reisR; Q~fla& 1 a& 
an International Searching Authority/may be 
entrusted to carry out "international-type 
searches" for national patent applications 
(PCT Article 15, paragraph 5)., These 
eearches are by definition similar to 
international searches, and the same 
considerations will apply. 

CHAPTER IV 

SEARCH P~OCfPURf ANV STRATEGY 

1,1 When taking up an application to be 
aearched, the search examiner should first 
consider the application in order to 
determine the subject of the claimed 
invention taking account of the guidance 
given in III, 3. For this purpose he should 
make a critical analysis of the claims in 
the light or the description and drawings. 
Although he need not study all details of the 
description and drawings, he should consider 
these sufficiently to identify the problem 
underlying the invention, the insight leading 
to its s~lution, the means essential to the 
aolution as particularly reflected in the 
technical features thereof found in the claims, 
and the results and effects obtained. 

• • , I • • • 

.. 
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1.2 If the search examiner notjccs any 
formal shortcoming~ which have been over-

looked by the Receiving •·u'iio?R, he should Office 
call these to the attention or the Receiving.._ Office 
iee~iaR (ep ef \~e 6xe~iAiA~ Qitieieft ift 
tho Q;ae gf a~ a~~i•igRal S9SP&h ?e~~eA~e~ 

~y t~at QivisieR)t which will take approp-
riate action. Similarly, if he notes matter 
contrary to "oiLdiLe. pu.bUc." or morality or 
disparaging statements which ought to be 
omitted from the application as published, 
he should notify the H-eeiving See~isR. 

/·~------------------- n:pplicant 

1.3 Documents cited in the application under 
consideration should be examined if they are 
cited as the starting point or the invention, 
or as showing the state of the art, or as 
alternative solutions to the problem concerned, 
or when they are necessary for a correct 
understanding of the application; however, when 
such citations clearly relate only to details 
not directly relevant to the claimed invention, 
they may be disregarded. If the application 
cites a document that is not published or other
wise not accessible to the,.see!'ei'l PivieieAJ 

and the document appears essential to a correct 
understanding of the invention to the extent 
that a meaningful search would not be possible 
without knowledge of the content of that docu
ment, th·e,~-Bee:Peft ;i .. ieieR eho11Jd 

search and request the applicant 
first a copy of the document. 

postpone the 
to provide 

1\---------------; 

International 
Searching 
Authority 

International 
Searching 
Authority "J.\'Iay 

pos~:Jible to do 
so Hithin the time 

1.4 The examiner should then consider the limits for tb.e pre-
abstract in relation to the requirements ~ para tion oi' the 
~ei'R iR tJ::u1 I~~;phllleRHFii!J Reg'olleiieR& (see international sea-
Chapter XI). Since tho! abstract ch report under 
to the application as filed, the examiner the Treaty 
should consider it and determine its definitive 
content before carrying out the search, in 

. order to avoid being inadvertently 
influenced by the results of the search. 
However, if there are initial obscurities, 
which are cleared away in the course of the 
search, he may have t6 return to the 
abstract after the search is completed. 

•• • I • •• 
.. 
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1.5 The exl\mlncr will then cln .. n.sffy .. ttie 

application according to the International 
Fat.cnt Clas:~ification,: aRii llpply all 

rules of that classification, 
the claimed invention as well 
the "supplementary" and "com 
information as defined he 

Classification. 
classify the 

out the 

to the 

as given 

2.1 Having determined the subject of the 
invention~as outlined in IV, 1.1, it may be 
desirable for the examiner to prepare first 
a written search statement, defining the 
subject or his search as precisely as 
possible. In many instances one or more of 
the claims may themselves serve this 
purpo~e, but they may have to be generalised 
in order to cover all aspects and embodi
ments of the invention. At this time the 
eonsid~~ations relating to subjects 
excluded from patentability (see 
Chapter VIII), and lack of unity (see VII, 
1) should be borne in mind. The examiner 
may also have to restrict the subject or 
the search because of obscurities (see 
VIII, 5); but he should not do this if it 
can be avoided and he should subsequently 
adjust his search if such obscurities are 
cleared away during the search. ~ 

should be called to 

the 

at least 

2.2 Next the exa1ainer should select the units 
ot the classification (or other sections 6r the 
documentation) to be consulted for the search, 
both in all directly relevant fields and in 
analagous fields. Tne eelee,ie~ ef 
~aaifi;ati;A wAits iR pala,es fielee 

•Ibn"'" he liaitea ta1 

... / ... 
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2.3 Often various search strategies are 
possible, and the examiner should ex~rcise 
his judgment based on his experience and 
knowledge of the search files, to select 
the search strategy most appropriate to the 
case in hand, and establish the order in 
which various classification units are to 
be consulted accordingly. He should give 
precedence to the units in which the 
probability of finding documents is 
highest. Usually the main technical field 
or the application will be given precedence, 
starting with the classification units most 
relevant to the specific example(s) of the 
claimed invention. 

2.4 The examiner should then carry out the 
search, directing his attention primarily to 
novelty, but also at the same time paying 
attention to any prior art likely to have a 
bearing on inventive step. He should also 
note any documents that may be of importance 
tor other reasons. such as 18Rfl~gtiRS appJi· 

eath;oa (au 17 , t'), o:r: documents putting doubt 
upon the validity of any priority claimed, 
contributing to a better or more correct 
understanding of the claimed invention, or 
illustrating the technological background; but 
he should not spend time in searching for these 
documents, nor in the consideration of such 
matters unless there is a special reason for 
doing so in a particular case. 

2.5 The examiner should concentrate his search 
efforts on the classification units in which 
the probability of finding highly relevant 
documents is greatest~.~ in considering 
whether to extend the search to other areas 

e should always take account of the search 
results already obtained. 

• • .I . . • 

initially 
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2,6 The examiner should continuously 
evaluate the results of his search, and if 
necessary reformulate the subjects of the 
search accordingly. The selection of the 
classification units t~ be searched or the 
order of searching them may also require 
alteration during the search as a consequence 
of intermediate reoults obtained. The 
examiner should also use his judgment, 
taking into account results obtained, in 
deciding at any time during or after the 
systematic search, whether he should 
approach the search documentation, in some 
different manner, e.g. by consulting 
documents cited in the description of 
documents produced by the search or in a 
list or·references of such documents, or 
whether he should turn to documentation 
outside that which is available ~ 
ieaPeR );lkh hRiii in the search files. 

2.7 If no documents of a more.relevant 
nature for assess.ing novelty and inventive 
step are available, the examiner should 
consider citing any documents relevant to 
the "technolog'ical background" of tt:e 
invention (see III, 3.1~), which he may 
have noted during the search. Generally 
speaking no special search effort will be 
undertaken for this purpose; however, the 
examiner may exercise his discretion here 
in special cases. In exceptional cases a 
search may be completed without any 
relevant document having been found. 

2.8 Reasons of economy dictate that the 
search examiner uses his judgment to end 
his search when the probability of 
discovering further relevant prior art 
become's very low in relation to the effort 
needed. The search may also be stopped 
when documents have been found clearly 
demonstrating lack of novelty or inventive 
step in the entire subject-matter of the 
claimed invention and its elaborations in 
the description, apart from features which 
are trivial or common general knowledge in 
the field under examination. ~ba &e~rcb 

•hewec!PJ alwaye he e9~~le~ed ~a t~e eKteR; 

•tbat tAGIG ape pPG&VRt jR tbe 882POR filos • 

• • • I • .• 

/ 

.. 
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.... 
'oil ., .·· 

3.1 Ar.ter completion of the ot>arch, tht> 
examiner should select from the document::; 
retrieved, the ones to be cited in the 
report. These should always include the 
most relevant documents (which will be 
specially characterised in the report, PCT 
Rule 43.5(c)). Less relevant documents 
should only be cited when tht>y concern 
aspects or details of the claimed invention 
not found in the documents already selected 
for citation. In cases of doubt or 
borderline cases in relation to novelty or 
inventive step, the search examiner should 
sit& p~tRQ- ~oae readily in order to give 

. '"-----:-----make citations the ixallliRiRE! Ciui&i- the opportunity to 
consider the matter rr.ore fully. designated Offices 

3.2 To avoid incr ~.ng costs unnecessarily, 
the examiner should not cite more documents 
than is necessary, and therefore when there . . 
are several documents of equal relevance 
the search report should not normally cite 
more than one of them;· Where rr.ore than one 
member of the same patent family is present 
in a search file, the search need not 
discover all of them nor need the search 
report cite all of them. In selecting from 
these documents for citation, the examiner 
should. pay regard to language convenience, 
and preferably cite (or at least note) 
documents in the language of the applicatior.. 
{WAis is iR aeeePBaAee 'JiiA a Beeieie.
tal,sA 'Qy IC/PC'r/':I'CQ a'o he N&U&IIIIaP 197 11 

m&&tiRE!o fWPt~&P eetaili &till ie B8 

&laeliJPe.ieEI)o 

J,J Finally the examiner should prepare 
the search report, ar:od. Pl:lliiP& Rllll&GiaPy 1 tfle 
1RtliiPRal &&ap;l:l R&t&- (see Chapter X). 

J.4 It may happen occasionally, that 
after c~mpletion of a search report, the 
~eapel; ~'"i&i&A disl:overs further relevant 
~~o-c_u_m_e_n"':'t-s--..(-e-.-g-.-:ri-n-a-;-1-a7t_e_r_s_e-:-a._r-:-c :-h-::-ro-:-r.,_a.,_--- International 
related application). These should be Searching 
added to the search report up to the time Authority 
that preparations for its publication are 
completed. Thereafter, such later 

,discovered documents should be brought to 

the notice of the SJEamiRir:;g ~i"is.i.Q"' by designated Office 
means of an internal co:nmunication (eliA'f'iH'; via the Internation-
III1 't,2L al Bureau 

• . • I .. . 
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THE STATf OF THE A~T 

'.;J ... ... 
1.1 ~~~..c:nvert.t.ion ~hall be c.on,\Ur.Hd A claimed 
to be~.i6 .it dcv4 nn.t 6o11m pnH o6 the 
l.t.a.te'._o_6~.t~h-e-~--=-('"'p""'c"'"T,..-A_r_t ___ 3_}-, -~-,~-~r-a_;g_r_<t_p_h_2"""""). novel 

prior art as 
de.fined in the 
Regulations 1.2 Ahe 4.tat.e o6 the aJtt 4hatt be. held 

to eomplt.C:4t tve~ty.th.ing made ava-ilable to 

, tht publ-ic. .. b'l mtan6 o & a Wlt..it.t_v.n olt oJtal 

d,UeiL.ipU.on, by u6e, olt .in any' ~.thelt. way, 

bt&o1Le the date o6 6.il.ing o6 tht t~\9~8A" 

~ACut appU:c.at.i.ori' (PCT Rule 33.1(a) and 
(b)). 

1.} It is to be noted that there is no 
restriction whatever with respect to the 
geographical place where, or the language 
or manner in which, the releyant infor
mation was made available to the public; 
also no age limit is stipulated with 
respect to documents containing this 
information. 

f. Novtlt!! 

2.1 In considering novelty, the documents 
constituting the state of the art should be 
considered separately; consequently it is 
not permissible to combine or mosaic 
separate documents together. 

2.2 A document takes away the novelty of 
any claimed subject-matter derivable 
directly and unambiguously from that 
document when considered in the light of 
common general knowledge, including any 
features implicit to a person skilled in 
the art in what is explicitly contained in 
the document, e.g. a disclosure of the use 
or rubber takes away the novelty of the use 
of an elastic material. 

2.} A prior document should be construed 
only in the light of knowledge available at 
tne time the document was published, a~d 

excluding any knowledge subsequently 
discovered. 

2.4 In considering novelty it should be 
borne in mind that a generic disclosure 
does not usually take away the novelty of 
any specific example falling within t.le 
terms of that disclosure, but that a 
specific disclosure does take away the 
novelty of any generic claim embracing that 
disclosure. ~he e~~jee' ef "evelcy i~ ~ePe 

lwlly ;QnaidePed in Cl:lapt1111 I", "'uc• ion 1; 

•et tile <:willeliAu CeP 11\ollllitaAtine eKamipa· 

.. ,/, .. 

international 
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5. P~io~ a~t, - o~al di6clo6u~J etc. 
'WI ... ·· 

3.1 The PCT according to its Rule 33.1(a) 
and (b) recognises oral disclosure, use, 
exhibition, etc., as prior art only when 
this is substantiated by a written 
disclosure, which may have been published 
after the filing date of the application 
under consideration. AltA~WgR tAo iPC dooi . . , 
practice should be followed 
European search. The 

etc., without a · · ten confirt:lation will 
be very , and in those case's he could 

oral disclosure only in 

purpose of determining novelty, the state 
of the art is considered to comprise the 
content of European applications as filed, 
of which the dates of filing are prior to 
the filing date of 
consideration, and which were publis 
European applications on or after 
(herein referred to as c~nflict' g 
applications). 
however, only be applied in a 

Contracting State designa ed in the latter 
application was a~so d ignated in respect 
of the earlier appli .tion as published 
(P~T Rule 33.1{c)) 

4,2 The pri9 art also includes as con-
' flicting applications international (PCT) 

applicati ris whose dates fall within the 
"inter~ ntion period", designating, for the 

e or obtaining a European patent, a 
Eu opean State which is a contracting party 

o both the PCT and the EPC systems, and 
which is also designated in the European 
application under consideration. 

4.3 Since the Search Division will not 
verify the justification of the claimed 
priority dates, there may be uncertainty as 
regards which of the two applications is 
the earlier one. Therefore the search for 
conflicting applications should be extended 
so as to cover all published applications 
filed up to one ycnr nfter t.lle filing date 

•• • I .•. 
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the "whole contents" approach is to be 

applied. i.e. conflict is con3tituted 
~erely by the content3 of the claims, 

by the whole disclosure, i.e. descri 
drawings (if any) and claims (but 
abstract) of 

application; however, subject
disclaimed or stated to belo to the prior 
art is excluded, unless it s explicit ly 
disclosed (see Guidelines 
examination, Chapter IV 6.1). 

11.5 
the 

not be possible at 
a complete 

search for confl' ting European~and 
international This search 
will therefor have to be completed at the 
examination stage by the Examining Division 
which for his purpose will have available 
classif' d search files of these published 
appli The Search Divisions should 
ther fore not attempt to discover as yet 

ublished cpnflicting applications, nor 
undertake special documentation efforts 
allow a search therefor; however, when 

the search examiner knows of such an 
application, he should mention it in ·the 
internal note, but he must not cite it in 

. ~ :ofr There !':lay also be Raii.iR&l appl i cat i ons 
1 ---;r'eRa SF E9Pa ;atai;SJS -'; s;i,g~;;, ~ iG i ll tl:Jrp.. 

6~~epe&fi &f~lismi'sR ·nd coming within the 
"interver:tion period". Any of these which 
are present in the search files should be 

noted a~d ~e~:ioned in the search report 

for information (PCT Rule 33.1(c)) . 

s. Datt o6 ~e6e~ence; 6~l~ng and p~~o~~ty date 

5.1 Since the ieapgl:l 'Oi·dsjop is not res

ponsible for the ver1f1cat1on of . any 
claimed priority date (which in the 
examination stage takes the place of the 
fi~ing date for assessing prior art ann 
deternining precedence), ·the basic 
reference date for the search must be taken 
as the date of filing of the i~Pa~eaR 
application as accorded by the Receiving 

•ilile,ieR (eiMilaPl~ PCT Rule 33 .i (a)t fiP 

•he pefe~el'lee aa&e fep t;i:·,e lli4PQil l'iUo . 

~P; eee \'; 'lu3~. 

. . . I ... 

International 
Searching 
Authority 

international 

Office 
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5.2 The SoJRI'!!h Pi."it•i~u 11ill lh!.'reforc 
include docuua:ntn publi:.oltcd l!t·twc cn thP. 
pt•iority date cot· dates and the f iling da t !.' 
of the npplicotion under conaidcration, and 
these must be identified a5 such in the 
search report. For identifying these 
documents when an appl i cation has more than 

~ne priority date, the oldcct date is to be 
applied for this ~urpooe. When decid inc 
which documents to select for citing i n the 
search r eport , the examiner will have to 
refer to these da t es and should preferably 
choose any publ i shed before the date of 
priority. Thus for example, where the re 
~re two equally relevant documents one 
published before the date of priority and 
the other after that date but before the 
date or filing, he should choose the former 
(see I V, 3.2). 

International 
Searching 
Authority 

5 . 3 It is the responsibility of the~ designated Office 
.,"al'iliRiRg CiddQR to check whether and to 
what extent the priority claim is justified ; International 

Searching 
Authority 

therefore the"e.eaPeA kiiviiiQR-will not 
check whether the contents of the,~crean 
applicat ion correspond to thos e of the 
priority application(s) . Nevertheless , 
documents showing that a priority cla i m 
might not be justified ( e.g. an earlier 
application or patent resulting therefrom , 
by the _same applicant indicating that the 
application from which priority is claimed 
may not be the · first ' application f or the 
-invention concerned), should be drawn to 
the attention of the Bl!aPRiAiA~ Si"ie .:.sA. 
No special search beyond the filing date of 
the application should normally be made for 
~hie purpose, except when there is a 
special reason to do so, e . g. when t he 
priority application is a "continuat ion in 
part" of an earlier application from which 
no priority is claimed·; also sometimes the 
country of residence of the applicant being 
different from the country of the priority 
application may be an indication of 
possible l ack of first filing , justifying a 

certain extension of the searc h. 

purpose, it should 
applications filed 

filing 

the 

under 
the reaRons given in V, 

•. . I ... 

'\.international 
I 

International 
Bureau 
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~ 'l'hc t~earch will not normally take 

$ •. q:--into considt":·ation documents publi:~hc~ 
nfter the filing date of the application. 
However, some extension may be neces:lnry 
for specific purposes, as is apparent from 
V,3, +,4- and v.~ 

5. 5 ~. Certain other situations may occur in 
~ich a document published after the filing 

date is relevant; examples are a later 

document containing the principle or theory 
underlying the invention, which may be 
useful for a better understanding of the 
invention, or a later document showing that 
the reasoning or the facts underlying the 
i nvention are incorrect. The search should 

not be extended for this ·purpose, but 
documents of this nature known to the 
examiner could be selected for citation in 
the report. 

occurring no earlier than six months 
·preceding the filing of the European 
application and due to an evident abu e 
relation to the applicant or his le al 
predecessor , or due to display at an 
officially r ecognised internati a l 
exhibition, should not be t ak 
consideration in determinin novelty. The 
Search Division should, n vertheless, cite 
in the . search report a documents it has 

reason to believe co 
categories mentione , In this case too the 
reference date fo. the search will be the 
filing date of he application (see V, 
5.1) . Since he matter of abuse will 

ly be rai sed after the 
transmis on o f the search report, and the 

re at an exhi bition involves the 
identity between the displayed 
invention , both matters are 

6.1 As a general rule the i&aJI& A. J;liuhillA• 

will select for citation only documents 
which are present in it s search files or 
which it has access to in some other 
manner; in that way no doubt will exist 
about the contents of the documents cited, 
since the search examiner wil l generally 
have physically inspected each document 

cited . 

• • • I • •. 

International 
Searching 
Authority 
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6.2 However, under certain circum1.1tnncec 
• document whose r.ontents have rroa bccri .., .. · 
verified may be cilcd, provided there in 

ju~tification for the au~umpticn that there 
ia identity of contents with anoth~r 

document which the examiner has lnspected. 
For example, instead or the docu~ent A------ and cited 
published before the filing date in an 
inconvenient language and selected for 
citation, the search examiner may have 
inspected a corresponding document (e.g. 

another member of the same patent family, 
or a translation of an article) in a more 
convenient language and possibly published 

after the filing date; also the ~9>PaR 
Dhd &iga may assume that, in the absence of 
explicit indications to the contrary, the 
contents of an abstract are contained in 
the original document. Also the examiner 

ahould assume that the contents of a report 
of an oral presentation are in agreement 

with that presentation (aR~' &WR!IOSI'lis &P 

expliRati9R£ rl=lc11ld Po jR tAe iAtiPFa.l 

.,search note L 

6.3 Before citing documents in a language 
with which he is not familiar, the search 
examiner should satisfy himself that the 
document is relevant (e.g. through 

translation by a colleague, through a 
corresponding document or abstract in a 

familiar language, - through a drawing or 
chemical formula in the document). ) 

· 1. ~atte~~ o6 doubt ~n the ~tate o6 the a~t 

International 
Searching Authority 

I 

a 
i 
i 

e 

r· 
c 
o: 

a 

7.1. Since decieions with respect· to International "'..,.. a 
novelty are not the responsibility of the-\..- Searching Authority 
&:eap;l:i J;lki&iwR& but of the .!;xaJRiRil'l!! 

~ivhiQR&, the ~PilR ];li,.i&iwl'l&. should not 

discard documents because of doubt as 
.regards for exarr.ple the exact date of 
publication or public availability. or the 

exact contents of an oral disclosure, 
exhibition etc. to which such documents may 
refer. -The haPelol Siui~j IHI should try to 

remove whatever doubt rr.ay exlst and should 
_......cite the documents concerned in the 
report unless the doubt is removed or very 

little doubt remains; additional documents 
providing evidence in the matters of doubt 

may be cited. Comments on these documents, 
' as well as citation of documents for which 

gr~ater dnubt remains, should be made in 

designated Offices 
International 
Searching Authorities 

International 
Searching Authority 

the tlRhfP191. search,_IIKI_t_i _________ . report Citation page 

.. ·'· .. 
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CHAPTER VI 

... 
111VfiiTIVE SHP 

1. .-in .lnve.n.U.on ~lta.U be. c.oM.i.dvu.d u .i.nvo!v.i.ng 
an .i.nve.nt.i.ve. ~te.p .i.6, hav.i.ng ~e.ga~d to the. 
~tate. o6 the. a.~t • .it .i.~ not obv.i.ou~ to 
~k.i.Utd .in the. a.~t"· (PCT Art. 33(-+) 1 

a pe.~~on 

R~th JJ l{a~). ...._ __ _ 3 
at the pre
scribed rele
vant date 

2. In evaluating inventive step the Examining designated Off-
PhhigRa· will have to consider this in relation ice 
to all aspects of the claimed invention, 
such as the underlying problem (whether 
explicitly stated in the application or 
implied), the insight upon which the 
solution relies, the means constitutin~ the 
solution, and the effect or results obtained. 
Therefore, the search will take all these 
aspects into consideration. 

inventive step· (but 
novelty). 

is is useful for the purpose 
or searc · g, will be extracted from the 
Guide nes for Substantive Examination that 

preparation by Working Party III, 

CHAPTER VII 

UNITY OF 111VENTIOII 

1. i""fh.e. Euupau p;>lltut appUc.a.Uon. ~hall l!.tla.tr. 
to one. .i.nve.n.t.ion only o~ to a gl!.oup o6 
.i.nve.n.Uon.~ ~o l.in.ke.d a.~ .to 6o~m a ~.lngle. 
ge.ne.l!.a.l .in.ve.n.t.i.ve. c.onc.e.p.t." (PCT Rule 13.1). 
If the illaPIIR Piuiiion considers that the 
application does not comply with the 
requirement of unity of invention, it must 
search, .and draw up the search report for, 
those parts of the application which relate 

international 

International 
searching Author
ity 

to the invention:(or group of inventions 

forming unity) first mentioned in the claimsA-- and those parts 
of the applica
tion which re
late to inven
tions for which 
additional fees 
have been paid 

( PCT Art. 17 (3) (a)) ; , 1 

• • • I .• . 
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2. Ttie.A f:P.RPeR 'H'Ihhn will inro~m .. ~h('_ applicant:· .. :. 
or the lack or unily or invcnl.ion in a 
communication separate from the ucarch report. 
The other invention(s) or group(D) of 
inventions will be searched ~Ra ;gpapate 

•eQPQb PQPOPta tbereCor &rill he prepared, only 
ir the applicant pays the additional fees. 
Theee payments must take place within a period 
to be set by the .se~.eh iiv~&ii~, wb~ch ron¥ not 

lJ.• la&& \Aa,. tu; :rs.alca aRQ ray N7t tile RU~iP'i tl:iaA

•ia·s !r&&IGI, 

(PCT Art. 17(})(a) and Rule 40.}) 

International 
Searching 
Authority 

International 
Searching 
Authority 

3. H tk~ ~xaiRiRati9R Gtae;" "fhe applicant may 
protest . con .. irt the allegation of non-unity arTd 

~request a refund of the additional fee(s) 
paid. If the i!ieiRiReHsR J;liui r ;i 9R finds 
the protest justified the fee(s} will be 

or that the amount 
of the additional 
fee is excessive 

flttle 116 ( 2) · 

Jll:lle JO 

refunded. (compare PCT Rule 4o:2(c)). 

International 
Searching Author
ity 

-· From the preceding paragraph it is clear 
that the decision with respect to unity or 
invention rests with the i11amiRi;;;s Pi"i10~ 9R. 

QeAseqweRtly tRs aPit@Pia t~ be a~plie~ iR 
'1\ie res~eei &y il=L&J &saPs A j;'iu_.: wiaR &b.ould. 

Aet l?o dir~'iP9Rt fpQ;a .'tl1 ·&• app.;.i&d by 

t~e iKalllii.Rii.RB P"uii..iii:Pn, In ?<'Z""ticu1ar 

International 
Searching 
Authority. 

the Su,;p;h p-;.r; s; ap .should not raise 

objection or lack or unity merely because 
the inventions claiced are classified in 
separate classification units, or merely 
the purpose of restricting the search.to 
certain classification units. 

International 
searching 
Authority 

for 

5, As indicated in VII, 1 the basic criterion 
tor unity or invention is the presence of a 
common inventive concept. Consequently, the 
mere fact that an.application contains 
several independent claios or the same 
category or claims or different categories,.__ 
is in itself no ground for objection of 
lack or unity of invention. 

6. Rule~ particularly specifies certain 
comb1inations of different categor~es that 13 
should not be objected to on the grounds of 

lack or unity: 

• • .I . .. 

related under 
Rules 13.2 and 
13.3 
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4 p'oduet, an indcprndent claim a 
pi!.Ot'.CU 4pte.i.alty a.da.p.Cr.d jg)@ .t·h~ ma.n • 
6ac.tu~t o6 thr. P'oduc.t, and a.n inde r.nden.C 
eta...im &oil. a u.H o 6 th£ p11.oduc.t; o 

lbl .in add.i..Uon 
4 pll.oc~44, an .i.ndcpendr.nt c.l im 6ol!. an 
4ppal!.atu4 o~ mcan4 4pcc.i.6 · atly dr.4.i.gncd 
&ol!. eal!.l!.y.i.ng out the 011. 

I el .in 
A pll.odu.et, an .i.ndc tlden.t c.lil..i.m 6o11. a 
pii.OC.£44 4ptc..i.all adapted 6ol!. the ma.nu.
'a.c.tul!.t o6 the 11.oduc.t, a.nd a.n .independent 

ppa.ll.a.tu.4 011. mea.n4 4pec.i6.i.c.a.lly 
ou.t the pl!.oee44." 

(dmilarly Other combinations 
there is a common 

. (Further. guidance with respect to the application 
or th for unity of ·invention in specific 

tions will be extracted from the Guidelines 

7. Lack or unity or invention may also exist 
within a single claim~~here the claim 
contains alternatives which are not linked 

by 

by a single general inventive concept, .-4-

the objection should be raised. as to lack of 
·-------~------------ unity 

8. Objection or lack or unity does not normally 
arise because a claim contains a number of 
individual features in combination even if 
these are unrelated (see III, 3.10). 
J.iLkeUilt RQ gb.je;ti;R gf l.agk Qr \lAity Gl:lgwlQ 

~· macl.e n:i.tR Pupa;t .t a a Q.gp&RQ&Rt ; lab; aR&

tbe olai~ fpg~ ·~:i.a~ i~ ~epeR~e (eee III, 3.8 

9. Lack or unity of invention may be directly 
evident "a. p11..i.o11..i.", i.e. before considering 
the claims in relation to any prior art, or 
may only become apparent "a. po4t£1t..i.oll..i.", 
i.e. after taking the prior art into 
consideration, e.g. a document discovered 
in the search shows that there is lack or 

-: 

... / ... 
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novelty gp iR"URt iu!l s•ep in a n•ain ... 
_:·this 

claim, leaving two or more dcpc~~~ cla • 

without a common inventive concept. In< International 
~ case the ~~~-'~Pil~ C.l."illilln may raise Searching 
the objection of lack of unity nnd 11 ;ustr;igt Authority 
the search to the ~nvention (or group of " · 
inventions) first mentioned in these "\1imi t 
dependent claimt~, Q.irPilfiaP~ing ""p;i,··i-l." 

olai~s as iR III, } 9 if no additional 
search fee is paid 

• 
10. Where the search e~aminer finds a 

situation of lack of unity of 
invention to exist, reasons of economy may 
make it advisable to search the additional 
invention(s) together with the invention 
mentioned first in the claims, in the 
classification units consulted for the . . 
latter invention if this takes little or 
no additional search effort. 1" . 
the search for the 
may made par he search report, 

ept for a lat~r additonal search 

~HH~~~~~~~~~P~e~p~a~i~Q.~ The search for 
such additional invention(s) will then have 
to be completed in any further classification 
units which may be relevant. 

11. Occasionally in cases of lack of unity, 
especially "a po~te.Jt..i.oJI...l.", the examiner will 
be able to make a complete search for both 
or all inventions with negligible additional 
work, in particular when the inventions are 
conceptually very close and none of them 
requires search in separate classification 
units. In those cases, the search for the 
additional invention(s) should be completed 
together with that for the invention 
first mentioned. All results should then 
be included in a single search report, 
and no objection of lack of unity should~ 
be raised. 

. .. / ... 

/ 

ordinarily 
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CHAI'TER VI II 

taken 

in 
repoz·t, except 

ave been chaneed~ or the 
the rules regarding unity 

of invent' n was clearly incorrect. It 
shoul e borne in mind that in case of 

lict, e.g. because certain differences in 
the provisions relating to claims of different 
categories in EPC Rule 30 and PCT Rule 13(2), 
the provisions of the PCT prevail. V.rtlen as a 
result of the supplcr.entary search lack of 
unity "a pol>t<.lt..iolt.i." is found to exist, 
the Search Divisions should act accordingly 

CHAPTER VIII 

SUBJECTS TO B~ EXCLUDED FROM THE SEARCH 

.Jrt ~2(2) to 
('I) 53(b) 

. 
c'nttle 115) 

1 • ~·~k:l'~t~i~e~l~e~S~~~s~p~e~c~i~f~i~e~s~c~e~r~t=a~i~n~s~ub~j e~c~t~s~w=h=l.=· c=h:-~ Rule J 9 . are nei te 'Be paz-l·.;r;; -e -•tst&atiible 
b . - 1 d 
r~"liiR'oigVl& 1 "Ri1&': o~Ptiela §3 e~eaifieally. nee not be Sear• 

ched. 

(PS~ AP~• 17(2)(e)(i) 1 R~le J9ol). The search 
tiles need not, and in ~eRsP~ do not, contain 
such subject-L-atter, so that a meaningful 
search therefor is not possible and a 
declaration to that effect.takes the place 
or the search report (PCT Ar~. 17(2)(a)). 

2. This situation may also. occur fo:- part of the 
claims, in which case a partial search is made, 
and the partial search r~port is then 
supplemented with a declaration. 

with the Examining 

consider th~ require
for patentability other than novelty 

In particular it may be 
necessary to consider any of the following 

·I 

many situations 



Art. 52(2) 

Art. 52 (II) 

Art. 511(5) 
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Art. 
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. ., 
the catcr.oricu cxclttdl!'tr· from 
aa pnt.Pntnblc inventions 
paragraph 2, i.e. 

(ii) 

or 

"Ia) di~covt~i~6, ~citnti6ic 

~athtmatical method6; 

mental act6, playi 
bu~inu~, and 

6o~ pe11.6Q~ming 

M doing 
compu..te1t11; 

ldl p~ellen.tation6 in6oJtmation": 

ntion is susceptible or 
lication having regard to 

Article 52, paraBraph II, i.e. whether 
it is a m the 

or 
therap , or a diagnostic method practised 

t human or animal body. It should 

ticular substances or compositions, 
or use in any or these methods, are not 

excluded from patentability, provided 
the use or the product for any such 
method is not comprised in the state or 
the art; consequently after the search 
has discovered one such use, no further 
search is necessary to establish 
whether the exact use claimed is novel; 
or 

(iii) whether the subject-matter is excepted 
from patentability having regard to 
Article 53, sub-parabraph (b), i.e. 
•plant 011. animal vaJtietie6 olt e66entially 
biological pltOCtll6e6 colt tht p~oduetion 06 
plan.t6 Olt animal6" (note however that this 
exception does not apply to micro
biological processes or the prcducts 

• • .I • • • 

·fl 
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-11-. In cases of doubt the llPIOJ'AII Diulslqn 

3 --""' " '.. ... should carry out the search to tic· extent 
that this io possible in the uvRilable 
documentation. 

A further situation where a meaningful 
search is not possible or.only partially 
possible, and where a declaration to this 
effect may take the place of or supplement 
the search report, may result from the 
application containing obscurities, 
inconsistencies or contradictions to the 
extent that it is impossible to arrive at a 
reasonable conclusion as to the scope of 
the claimed invention. The lleepg~ Division 
in these cases may ~ suspend the search, 
ask for clarification, and after receipt 
thereof continue the search, but should 
make a meaningful search to the extent that 
this is possible.A~'fteft la6eP elePifieatieRs 

a1e 1eeehed, these '!jill ee eel'leielepeel 'ey 

'hi iniWRiAiRS Pi,.i&iOR (ul:licb tb&r:t may 
Pe~~ee~ t~e llaaPe~ ~i"i&ian to ~apfop~ an 

ed4i,ienal eearehs see III 1 't.~). 

International 
Searching Authority 

International 
Searching 
Authority 

-·---

PCT Art. 17(2) 
(a) ( ii). 

CHAPTER IX. - SEARCH OOCUMENTATZON 

to be included 
later 

CHAPTER X. - SEARCH REPORT 
(Cite'Rules 34 
and 36) 

. 
r 

APt 96(1) 

Art.~ 

~ 95 

CHAPTER X - Y 

E66eet o6 Sea~ch Repo~t 

Y.1 After receipt of the search report the 
applicant may amend the elesaPi~tieR 1 &AI 

anHinsa aRil (in putia'lollaP) t~e claims ,___before the Inter-
(rirni1ar11' PCT Art. 19 (1)). national Bureau 

,110 if t~8 PGQWGit fOP examin;tjoR h'il 

maQe befope tR.; is:s:ue gf +-l;;to so;;:cb ropor .. , 

'i:l:e appliaaR., Hill ~a i~uit&d:·tg QQAfi;:m 

~~--'------------'---! The amendments can 
¥:2 Af~et J'Ublieaticn of''tlre applicatiou aud 

'~• aeapg~ pe~gpi i~iPil ~aPiie• ~ay file 
gbaeP"ation& lt'i:ligl:l uill be takeR i.Rto. 

COll:tie!el."e:! ieA hy tke iiU&MiRit<18 pj uj·c j 012 at' 

'he exemiftati&A a;aaa. 

• • .I. • • 

not go beyond the 
disclosure of the 
international appl
ication as filed. 

'. 
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riling (or conrinn~ttion) 
examination, the ExPmin{n· 

CIIA r'l'f.H X • Y 

examine the apJ:·U • en, llnsing .iJ.II anscos-. • 
·-a . . 

y and inventi~e·step upon the 

33(6), 

CHAPTER XI 

THE ABSTRACT 

1. The search examiner has the task of 
determining the definitive content of the 
abstract which is initially supplied by the 
applicant, and which will subsequently be 
publlshed with the application ~r later. In 
doing this he should consider the abstract 
in relation to the application as filed 
(aee IV, 1.4) (PCT Rule 38.2(b); 
... hi.;;l{ti)(:U;S.~) • 

. 2. In determining the definitive content the 
examiner should take into consideration 
that the abstract is· merely for use as 
technical information, and in particular 
must not be used for the purpose of 
interpreting the scope of the protection 
aought. The abstract should be so drafted 
that it constitutes an efficient instrument 
tor purposes of~searching in the particular 
technical field, and should in particular 
make it possible to assess whether there is 
need for consulting the B~•epeaR ~aiwRi 

i 

assisting the 
scientist, engi
neer or researcher 
in 

~~~~~~-------application itself (PCT Rule 8.3), internatiot;~al 

3. ~he abstract must 
~------------------------------------

H. 

iii. contain a concise ummary of the 
disclosure ontained in the 

, claims and drawings, 
be so drafted as to allow a 

r understanding of the the 
echnical problem, the gist of.the 

solution of that problem through •he 
invention and the principal use of the 
invention, and where applicable, it 
should contain the chemical formula 
which, among those contained in the 
application, best characterises the 

.. ,/ ... 

meet the require
ments of Rule 8. 
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merits or value of the invent~on·~ 
its speculative npplicatiorf,·· 

than one 

an indication of the 
or exceptionally more than one 
of the drawings which should 

accompany the abstract. Each main 
feature mentioned in the abstract and 
illustrated by a drawing, should be 
followed by a reference sign in 

II. The examiner should consider not only the 
text or the abstract but also the selection 
or the figures for publication with it. He 
should alter the text to the extent that 
this may be necessary in order to meet the 
requirements set out in ~ He may 
select a different figure, ~r figures, of 
the drawings if he considers that they 
better characterise the inventionA(PCT Rule 
8.2). In determining the definitive content 
or the abstract, the examiner should 
concentrate on conciseness and clarity, and 
retrain from introducing alterations merely 
tor. the purpose or embellishing the 
language • 

Rule 8 

and note it in the 
search report 

/ 
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